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ABSTRACT

Full implementation 3f the Uniform Chart of Accounts

(UCA) for Department of Defense (D3DJ medical operations was

accomplished by DOD on 1 October 1979. Both before and

after UCA implementation, managers of health care delivery

activities expressed concern about two of UCA's fundamental

objectives: first, over the appropriateness of using UCK

generated data in making comparisons of internal, interser-

vice, intraservice, and civilian sector cost performance;

ati second, on the use of UCA data as a mechanism for meas-

uring efficiency of operations. rhis thesis is an attempt

, •to determine vhether the prescribed cost accounting process

results in information that can be used for these purposes,

by either managers at the activity level, or by planners and

decision makers at the Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Health Affairs in the fulfillment of its DOD medical opera-

tions oversight function. The major approach is a critical

analysis of the data generated by iCA. The limitations of

the current process are discusses and the conclusions

reached on the basis of the research and analysis are

provided.
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A. BACKGROUND

In December 1975, the Department of Defense (DOD), the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), and the

Office of Management and Budget (ORB) completed the f.29r,+

of thl iJli.z =Ih ri &gz [Ref. 1]. rhe Study, a

two and one-half year examination of the military health

care delivery system, was commissioned at the direction of

the President in August, 1973. Areas of concern included:

1. The "anticipated physician shortage" resulting from
an end of the "Doctor Draft" in 1973.

2. The *quality of systeas for planning management,
and evaluation" o the Milit ry HeaYlh Services
System.

3. The "increasing overhead and support costs" associ-
ated with providing health care to the military
establishment.

4. "The social equity of military medical care and com-
patability with national health care objectives."iRef. 1: p. 3]

The military Health Care Study (MHCS) contains nine

major recommendations "for more effective and efficient

delivery of military health care services in the continental

United States (CONUS) fixed military medical facilities

during peacetime" [Ref. 2: p.1-9]. rhe MHCS also criticized

, 10



the "lack of adequate population, workload and cost data,"

and the lack of "comparable information systems" among the

Services (Ref. 1: p.7 ].

Four specific findings of the study which gave impetus

to the creation of the Uniform Chart of icounts (UCA) wers

as follows:

1. Separate and independent information systems and data
bases are maintained.

2. Different interpretations of the definitions of common
data elements are made.

3. Inconsistencies, definitional problems, and non-
comparable inputs provide three divergent output
modes.

;. Valid comparisons of systems operations cannot, there-
fore, be made. [Ref. 2: p.1-9]

The NHCS therefore recommended that data be collected and

information developed in such a mann.r that a cost per bene-

- S ficiary could be computed and ased as a measure of

efficiency and effectiveness. As a result of these recom-

mendations DOD established a tri-service working group in

July 1976 to develop a uniform cost reporting system. This

system, the Uniform Chart of Accounts for Military Medical

and Dental Treatment Facilities, was mplemented at tin test

sites on 1 October 1978 and throu;hout DOD on 1 October

1979.

11



The stated purpose of UCk "is tm' provide consistent

principles, standards, policies, definitions, and

* requirements for expense and performance accounting and

reporting by DOD fixed military medical facilities" tRef. 2:

p.1-5]. UCA was also intended to assist health care

managers "in the measurement of productivity, the develop-

ment of performance and cost standards," the promotion of

"cost effectiveness," and the identification "of areas

requiring management emphasis" [Ref. 2: p.1-7]. It was

believed that these goals could be accomplished by devel-

oping common standards for measuring and reporting cost and

pertormance data. These standards would also permit compar-

isons between military treatment facilities, improve the

identification of medical capabilities, and improve poten-

tial areas for interservice support :Ref. 2: p.1-7].

B. PURPOSE

k considerable amount of time and effort is required at

medical treatment facilities to gather and p.ocess the data

required by UC1. However, its appropriate use by management

at the local activity and by health care planners and deci-

sion makers at higher authority has not been fully explored.

In 1979 Olson examined the UCA dats generated by the ten

12
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test sites to deterain, if meaningful cost-performance rela-

tionships could be developed which would facilitate compari-

sons of hospital performance. Several alternatives were

examined and recommendations were aade which, in Olson's

opinion, would make such comparis~ns more meaningful to

managers at all levels. tRef. 3]

It is the intent of this thesis to critically analyze

UCh to estimate the value of the information being generated

and its appropriate role as a tool for management control

and resource allocation. It is important that the fundamen-

tals of this system be understood by managers at all levels

in order to prevent the inappropriate use or application of

UCk data in decision-making.

C. CONTENT

Chapter II provides a brief discussion of recognized

concepts in planning and control theory and practice as they

relate to UCA as well as a general overview of the objec-

tires and processes of UC1. Chapter III examines UCA in

relation to recognized principles of cost accounting and

highlights the differences and similarities. The analysis

in this chapter focuses on the value and appropriate use of

:*.UCA data at the activity level, usig UCA data generated by

13
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the Naval Regional medical Center, Oakland (hereafter

referred to as Oakland) as a basis for the examination.

Chapter IV addresses the appropriate use of UCA data by

medical planners and decision-makers at the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs

(OASD(HA)). The analysis focuses on the limitations of cost

per unit of output comparisons when used as a measure of

efficiency and as a tool for resource programming or alloca-

tion. Chapter V contains the conclusions reached on the

basis of the research and analysis contained in Chapters III

and IV. Appendices A through D present a technical frame-

work of the UCA process providing background to the analysis

conducted in Chapters III and IV.

D. RESEARCH APPROACH

As a medium for conducting this research the Commanding

Officer of Oakland made his facility available as a basis

for examining the system and its appropriate use by manage-

ment at the local level. Several in site visits wer. mad%

to Oakland to acquaint the authors with the procedures used

in the gathering, processing, and reporting of OCA data.

During these visits, interviews were conducted with both the

developers and users of the data. In addition, in entire

/11



year's worth of UCI data was provided, and was used exten-

sively by the authors in the analysis of UCI at the activity

level. I visit was also made to the Navy Bureau of Sedicine

and Surgery, Washington, D.C. Discussions were held with

many of the users of UCk data and information was obtained

pertaining to the current and proposed uses of the data by

decision makers.

- review of the cost accounting literature was conducted

to determine the extent to which the UCA process conforms to

recognized principles of cost accounting. This review also

provided the authors with information on the type of cost

data that is considered to be most meaningful to managers at

all echelons within an organization. When combined with the

views and needs of management obtained from the above

mentioned interviews, the authors were able to analyze and

evaluate UCA information from both the theoretical and prac-

tical perspectives.

I1



11. niUUMUZHU 2!ZI2I URin TA U ;i 2 CHART 0gn~

This chapter provides a general overview of some of the

principles of management control and cost accounting as they

relate to UCk. The discussion in this chapter proceeds from

a general discussion of planning and control to a more

specific focus on UCA as a cost accounting system, and

concludes with a general description of the objectives and

t he process of UCA. The focus proviled in this chapter will

enable the reader to better understand the analysis that

follows in Chapters III and IV.

A. PUNNING IND CONTROL

Regardless of the purpose, structure, or size of the

organization, all managers engage in a process of planning

and control. Planning identifies what the organization will

do and how it will do it. Control provides a means of

assuring that the results obtained are those that are

desired [Ref. 4: p.2]. rhree types of planning and control

found in most organizations are identified by Anthony and

er zl inq :

1. r it aiqnninq is the process of deciding on the
T-UT-tKU"U izat on and on broad stategies that

aro to be used in attaining these goals.

16



2.°°h.:. 2.gHa t is defined as the process by which2. SH t- m a that the or.anization carries cut

its strategies effectively and efficiently.

3. PDatiR c2 _ is the process of assurin that
spec MEc as ae carried out effectively anu
aeficiently. (Ref. t: p.2]

UCA is concerned with ensuring that t he objectives at

each echelon of management are implemented effectively and

efficiently and with bringing to management's attention

those areas that may require increased management emphasis

[lf. 2: pp.1-73. The developers of UCA recognized the need

for management control, as illustrated by the following

statement from the UCk implementing directive:

managers need current a-curate, and complete quantitative
data for dc ision mak gng, comparing actual performance
with objectives, ana yz ng signi ficant deviations, and
taking corrective action (Ref. 2. p.1-10].

The Uniform Chart of Accounts appears to be a management

control system and attempts to provide managers with

information that will aid in their ability to improve the

efficiency and effectiveness of the military health care

delivery system. Although not specifically designed to deal

with the day to day operating decisions that are appropri-

ately influenced through operational control, individual

activities have the flexibility to design systems in support

of UCA that meet their own organizational and management

needs [Ref. 2: p.1-11]. This issue will be the emphasis of

Chapter 111.

17
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B. EFFICIEiCY ID EFFECTIVENESS

The Military Health Care Study (MHCS), the impetus for

the development of UCA, identified the need to monitor the

efficiency and effectiveness of the Military Health Services

System (HISS) Clef. 1: p.88].

Anthony and Herzlinger Clef. 4: p.5] have defined "effi-

ciency" as "the ratio of outputs to inputs, or the amount of

output per unit of input", and "effectiveness" as a measure

of how vell an organizational unit has met its objectives.

In most cases a measure of efficiency can be developed by

relating quantifiable inputs to quantifiable outputs and

then comparing the results to soN standard that represents

the inputs that should have been incurred for the actual

outputs produced. In this respect, ETCA attempts to measure

efficiency by computing a cost per unit of output for

various inpatient, ambulatory care, and ancillary service

accounts. These accounts are identified in appendix A.

Effectiveness deals with how well the outputs of an

organization contribute to the accomplishment of its objec-

tives and in general is much more difficult to measure. In

many cases it is necessarily stated in subjective and

nonquantifiable terms because of the difficulty in

" 18
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quantifying both the objectives of an organization and its

outputs (Ref. 4: p.5]. The IHS identifiel four major

* . objectives of the military Health Services System:

1. To maintain aaphysically- and 2entally-fit, combat-
and operationally-ready military force...

2. To ensure the timely availability of trained manpower
and other health resource reguired to provide support
to approved combat, mobilizaton, and con tingency
"lans of the military forces while maintaining a pro-
.essionaly viable and effective military health care
system that is an incentive for the recruitment and
retention of high-.uality health professionals in an
all volunteer mUziary force...

3. To provide a program of health services to all
eligible beeficiaries as currently authorized by
law, and which has developed through practice...

4. To maintain a system of health services that function
as effectively and efficiently as possible and to
assure the complete and efficient utilization of all
Department of Defense health resources.
[Ref. 1: p.15-16]

UCI attempts to assist in the accomplishment of the last

obj ective.

C. KINAGRBE T CONTROL SYSTEES

Anthony and Herzlinger [Ref. 4: p.14] address four prin-

cipal steps in the management control process each of which

leads to the next to form a closed loop:

1. Programming

2. Budgeting

3. Operating (and measurements

* 4. Reporting and Analysis

I1

-' 19
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UCI is a cost accounting system that relates to the last

step in this process.

During the development of OCI the designers considered

the existing accounting and reporting systems as well as the

"differences in the military missions, system sizes,

hospital sizes, fiscal and financial structures, reporting

authorities, reporting requirements, and other distin-

guishing factors" [Ref. 2: pp.1-9, 1-10]. UC& is a

2, management control system necessarily imposed upon struc-

tures and systems already in existence rather than being

designed to meet the specific needs of each individual

activity. Because of this, the process feedback loop

between step 4 and step 1 identified above was not systemat-

ically developed. The limitations in trying to force the

current UCk structure to complete the loop for use as a tool

in programming resources will be discussed in Chapter IV.

D. COST ACCO(NTING SYSTEMS

"The essence of the management process is decision

making - the purposeful choosing from among alternativg

courses of action to achieve some objective" [lef. 5: p.4].

Management control systems and, more specifically, cost

accounting systems such as UCA, should serve decision makers

within the organization.

J2
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The proper development of a cost accounting system

requires a thorough understanding of the organizational

structure of the enterprise, the processes that take place

within the organization, and the information requirements of

all management levels (Ref. 6: p.65]. Q U i AzLen hiat

9sali bis uu0 uwasn4ttti m~anz Uaot m kiJI anI

id 1012CuA112A M22 IMu~fm~ 2i. iila 112k 12k

SMO.SIS 12 . Ak I _92fMl 932Mj - The impact that this

assumption has upon the decision makers at both the activity

level and at higher authority will be addressel in Chapters

III and IV, respectively.

The majority of literature on the subject of cost

accounting primarily addresses profit generating enterprises

[Ref. 5,6,7]. The literature that deals vith cost

accounting in health care facilities addresses institutions

ia the private sector [Ref. 8,9,10,11]. Common uses of cost

data in the private sector include: measuring prof t;

identifying inventory costs; assisting in the development of

pricing policy; controlling costs in r9sponsibilitv

centers; and furnishing relevant lata for lecision making

21
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[Rsf. 6: pp.°0-41]o In private sector health care institu-

tions it has been observed that the major use of cost

accounting information has been for establishing and setting

prices [Ref. 8] and "to insure that all expenses incur-red in

its operation are covered by the charges to users" [lef. 12:

p.58]. Obviously, UCA lata has limited application for

establishing prices for health services within DOD. It is

primarily intended for use by decision makers within the

Hilitary Health Services System (MHSS) in evaluating

performance, measuring productivity, and ensuring the effi-

cient use of resources [Ref. 2: pp.1-10,1-11]. Although the

use of cost accounting data within the MHSS will not always

be the same as that for either profit generating enterprises

or private sector health care institutions, it appears that

the system design concepts and the actual processes a.a

similar.

. THE UlIPORE CHART OF ACCOUNTS

UC1 was established to provide a standard accounting and

reporting system for all DOD fixed medical treatment facili-

ties that would assist managers in making decisions

concerning the operation of the Military Health Services

System. To accomplish this task, six objectives were

22
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established for UCA. Specifically, these objectives were to

provide:

1. a single tri-service chart of accounts

2. common definitions of workload, cost elements, and
work centers

3. a basis for management reports

I. a means of measuring performance for:
a) n ternal Tomparisons
b) raerserv ce conparlsons
c int-a service copari sons
d civilian sector comparisons

5. A mechanism to measure efficiency and cost

6. A common mechanism for the assignment of overhead and
ancillary service expenses. [Ref. 2: p.1-13]

medical treatment facilities were given the flexibility

to design systems in support of UCA that met their

individual needs, consistent with the reporting requirements

of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Health Affairs (OkSD(flI)) (Ref. 2: p.1-11]. The hope was

that this flexibility would provide managers at all levels

with the ability to make better decisions on the operating

activities of the military health care delivery system

[Ref. 2: p.1-10].

UCA is a cost accounting system that ident ifies the

total cost associated with the medizal mission of DOD fixed

medical treatment facilities, assigns these costs to work

23
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centers, and through a stepdown process further assigns

these costs to a number of final operating expense accounts.

UCI also identifies, in special program accounts, those

costs that are associated with functions that are necessi-

tated by the military mission of the activity but are not

related to direct patient care. Appendix A provides a

fairly detailed discussion of U.A and provides specific

information concerning the stepdown methodology. Appendix B

provides a detailed listing of UC& accounts (work centers)

to which all costs must be assigned, and the performance

factor which serves as a basis for workload data collection.

Appendix C provides guidelines for the appropriate distribu-

tion of full-time equivalent man-months to UCA accounts

(work centers). appendix D provides the sequence which must

be followed in the closing of the intermediate operating

.., expense accounts.

2, "The end product of UCA is a smbstantial data base of

information and a Medical Expense and Performance Report

(REPR)" (Ref. 2: p.1-13]. The REPR represents a suamary of

the data developed during the UCA process, a copy of which

is included as Figures A.2 and k.3 of Appendix A.

2~4..................................



The UCa process consists of four basic steps as depicted

in Piguie 2.1 . The first step is the accumulation of

workload, performance, and cost data from information

systems that were already in existence prior to the imple-

mentation of UCk. Although UCA was not designed to alto=

the existing structures of the military medical departments

and assumed that existin; financial and management data

collection systems were adequate to aeet the reguirements of

UCA, systems that did not conform were expected to be "modi-

fied at the earliest opportunity" "Ref. 2: p.1-14].

The second step of the UCI process concerns the purifi-

cation of the data accumulated in step one. The purpose of

this step is to properly align the accumulated data so that

all costs associated with the medical mission are properly

recorded and, to ensure that costs not related to the

medical mission are recorded in the appropriate special

program account.

Step three involves the processing of the lata that has

been accumulated, purified and recorded in the UCA accounts

described above. This step involves the allocation (step-

down) of costs from support and ancillary workcenters

(intermediate accounts) "to direct patient care services

25
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(final accounts) and i~those a npatient care aissions

supported by the mnedical treatment facility (special

programs)" [Ref. 2: p.1-141]. This process is described in

detail in Appendix A.

The last step of the UCA process involves the reporting

of results. As a result of the accumulati,6on, purification,

and processing of the data, a number of data displays are

* developed, all of which support the ability of an activity

to compile the dedical Expense and Performance Report.- which

is submitted to OASD(HA). Several of these data displays

are described in Appendix A.

This brief discussion of the U." process is intended

only to provide the reader with a rad-'mentary knowledge of

UCA. if more detail is needed or lesired, the reader is

referred to Appendices A through D.
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In evaluating UCA within the Military Health Services

System there appears to be two distinct levels of management

and decision making. The first involves management

processes and decisions at the activity and the second are

those at higher authority. UCA is a cost accounting system

that was born out of a perceived need at the top management

levels within the Military Health Services System to be able

to make comparisons between medical facilities both within

the same Service and between Services, as a means of meas-

uring performance and efficiency. It was also intended to

aid activity managers in making comparisons between programs

within their activities (Ref. 2: p.1-13].

This chapter will evaluate UCA at the activity level

using data generated by Naval Re ional Medical Center,

Oakland, as a basis for discussion. Because the data used

in this chapter is specific to UCA r-porting at Oakland, the

specific examples presented may not apply to all other

medical facilities. However, it is believed that the prin-

ciples and concepts presented are applicable to aty military
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health care facility that is subject to the requirements of

UCI.

A. RESPONSIBILITY ACCOUNTING FS PROSRAE ACCOUgrENG

Management control systems have two basic types of

account structures: program and responsibility. Program

accounts collect data on the programs that an organization

undertakes and are designed to meet the needs of planners

and analysts. The data from program accounts is generally

designed for three principal purposes:

1. To make decisions about the resources that should be
devoted to a program;

2. To allow comparisons of programs betveen organiza-
tions; and

3. To provide a basis for fees :harged or reimbursement
for services.
[Ref. 4: pp.1,79]

Responsibility account structures classify information

based upon the responsibility centers that are responsible

for incurring the cost and are designed to meet the needs of

operating managers. Responsibility account data is gener-

ally used for the following:

1. "Planning the activities of responsibility centers";

2. "Coordinating the work of the several responsibility
centers in an organization"; and

3. "Controlling the responsibility center manager."
(Ref. 4: p.73
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Figure 3.1 matrix 3rganization of a Hospital.

-3
For the purpose of discussion, these two structures have

been identified separately; however, in application they are

closely related. a hospital can be viewed as a matrix

organization which is diviled across product (program) lines

such as medical or surgical divisions, each of which is

served and supported by common support divisions [Ref. 13:

pp. 143-160, Ref. 4: p.87]. Figare 3.1 demonstrates the

relationship. This concept illustrites the close relation-

ship that exists between program accounts (clinical

services) and other responsibility centers (ancillary and

support services) in a hospital sattinq. Pane [Ref. 8:

p.33] contends that hospital accounting data must be capable

30
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of being arranged along organizational lines to allow for

responsibility accounting and along product (service) lines

to allow for product costing purposes.

UCK appears to be a mix of both responsibility and

program account structures. The final product of UCI is the

-medical Expense and Performance Report (43PR) which

identifies the costs associated with each of the final oper-

ating expense accounts of Inpatient Care, Ambulatory Care,

*' Dental Care, and Special Pregrams. UCA assigns all costs to

these final operating expense accounts during the stepdown

process and is consistent with tha concept of a program

account structure Clef. 4: p.79].

UCX is also held to be *a system of cost accounting and

expense reporting that provides management with a basic

framework for responsibility accounting" CRef. 2: p.1-10].

Horngren CRef. 5: p.156] states that "responsibility

accountinq...systems recognize various decision centers

throughout an organization and trace costs...to the

individual manager who his responsibility for making deci-

sions about the costs in question." Responsibility accounts

correspond to the organizational units within an organiza-

tion (Ref. 4: p.581]. A review of the UCA accounts

31
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contained in Appendix B indicates that many of these

accounts correspond to specific organizational units.

If UCA is to be used in both the context of program and

responsibility accounting, the distinction between the two

structures is important. Although programs and responsi-

bility may be synonymous at the higher levels within the

Military Health Services System, this may not be true as one

moves lower in the organization to the operating levels.

For example, Internal Medicine is a final operating expense

account of UCA, yet there is no distinct single responsi-

bility center associated with the eatire Internal Medicine

program. Ward personnel comprise a significant portion of

the resources required to care for patients admitted by the

Internal Medicine Service; however, because of the matrix

organization of the hospital, they do not come under the

management control or responsibility of the Chief of

Internal Medicine. Although the Internal Medicine Service

may consume resources from many different areas and the cost

of providing those resources is allocated by UCA to th

Internal Medicine subaccount (UCA account AAA), neither the

Chief of Internal Medicine nor the physicians within the

Service have any direct control over the operation of the

32
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ancillary and support work centers that provide these

services. While they may control the number of laboratory

tests or x-ray exams that they order, they do tot control

the costs of providing these services.

Both program and responsibility structures appear to

have use within a military health care facility. A

Commanding Officer may find program information helpful as a

tocl for identifying programs whoss unit costs appear to be

out of line with other programs at the facility or with

similar programs at other facilities. He can then investi-

gate significant variances and take appropriate corrective

action. The responsibility structure should be useful to

both the Commanding Officer and 1bwer level managers in

evaluating the performance of individual work centers and

their contribution to the total cost of operating the

facility. However, the decision t3 use UCA data to assist

in the management of an activity is ne that must be made by

activity managers.

The balance of this chapter will examine UCA as

currently implemented at Oakland ani evaluate its poten+4al

use as both a program and responsibility accounting system.
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B. COST OBJECTIVES

In order to support the decision process, managers must

determine and define cost objectives. Cost objectives

should include "any activity for wh'.ch a separate measure-

ment of costs is desired" [lef. 5: p.20]. Although UCA has

identified a set of clearly lefined cost objectives (work

centers) they appear to be Assigned to support the deci-

sions and needs of higher authority. If UCA is to be useful

to managers at the activity level, the cost objectives must

support their needs as well.

For the purpose of making comparisons between facili-

ties, the program structure of the work centers identified

by UCA may be meaningful. However, for the purpose of

management control at ths activity level, the development of

additional work centers or cost objectives that more closely

correspond to the organizational lines of responsibility

within the facility may be beneficial. For example, the

costs of operating a ward at Oakland is assigned to the

medical or surgical cost centers on the basis of the

occupied bed days attributed to the particular service.

However, the operation of the ward is organizationally the

* responsibility of the Chief of Nursing Service. An
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accounting report to iden.ify the unit cost per occupied bed

*day on the ward may be beneficial in evaluating the perform-

ance of the ward. As stated earlie.-, UCA allows individual

activities the flexibility to design systems in support of

UCA "to accomodate their own organizational structures and

management reporting needs" (Ref. 2: p.1-11].

C. CLASSIFICATION OF COSTS

In order for cost data to be useEul to management, costs

must be classified. While there are a number of ways that

this can be accomplished, classifications that are commonly

used in the health care setting include the following:

1. fixed or variable costs;

2. unit costs; and

3. direct or indirect costs. [Ref. 10: p.7]

Each of these will be discussed in turn.

The ability of an organization to differentiate

between fixed and variabla costs can be useful in evaluating

how changes in activity or volume of a cost center will

affect the total cost. "If a given rost changes in total in

proportion to changes in activity, It is variable; if a cost

remains unchanged in total for a given time period lespits

*r 35
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wile fluctuations in activity, it is fixed" (Ref. 5: p.21].

UCh makes no attempt to differentiate between fixed and

variable costs. As a result, the use of UCA data to predict

total costs based upon changes in workload or activity are

very limited.

2. q

Unit costs represent the average cost per unit of

measure and include both variable and fixed costs. A

distinction should be made between these types of cost in

any analysis of unit costs for the purposes of decision

making (Ref. 10: p.12]. Horngren (Ref. 5: p.25] notes that

a "common mistake is to regard all costs indiscriminantly-

as if all costs were variable costs., For this reason, the

interpretation of unit costs must be done with cautiot. For

example, it is incorrect to conclude that because Oakland's

cost per occupied bed day (OBO) for Cardiology is $276.76

that each additional Cardiology OBD will result in an incre-

mental cost of that amount. A portion of the cost is fixed

(depreciation, housekeeping, police and fire protection) and

will occur regardless of an increase in workload while

another portion (laundry, medical supplies) will only occur

in direct relation to an increase in OBD's. Because UCA
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fails to differentiate between the fixed and variable

portions of unit costs, users of UC& data must recognize

this limitation in order to avoid erroneous conclusions

concerning the effect of changes in the activity of a

program on total costs.

Caution must also be used when using UCA unit costs

as a basis for evaluating the efficiency of responsibility

centers. For example, Figure 3.2 represents an average cost

(unit cost) curve for a hypotheti-al work center and is

comprised of both variable and fixed costs [Ref. 14:

pp. 187-191]. It specifies that as output increases, the

cost per unit of output (average cost) will decrease. The

output measure that corresponds to the lowest point on the

curve represents the level at which the cost per unit of

output will be the least. Rowever, it does not necessarily

represent the lovest total cost that could or should be

attained. For illustrative purposes, consider Figure 3.2 to

be a hypothetical clinical pathology department in a

hospital with a quantity of output represented by weighted

procedures (9/P), which is the UCA output measure for clin-

ical pathology. With an output of 10,000 W/P's the

department has a unit cost of S.00 and a total cost of
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Cost. per• ": 'Unit of
• :- Output ($)

$5.20

$4.00

Z- . . . . . . I . . . I . .. .

B A uantity of
7,000 10,000 Rutput (W/P)

Total Cost at A a 10,000 X $4.00 a $40,000

Total Cost at B - 7,000 X $5.20 = $36,400

Figure 3.2 Relationship of Unit Costs to Total Costs.

S0,000 (10,000 X $4.00). With an output of 7,000 W/P's the

unit cost is $5.20 and the total cost is $36,400 (7,000 X

$5.20). If the responsibility center manager is being eval-

uated on unit costs, there is an incentive to increase

output (workload) to drive down unit costs whether or not

that output is actually required. The Clinical Pathology

Department has an incentive to produce 10,000 W/P's
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regardless of the total cost of doing so because the unit

cost is lover at that output than at 7,000 W/P's. An evalu-

ation of unit costs could be misinterpreted as an increase

In efficiency while in reality, unnecessary workload is

adding to total costs and resulting in inefficiency.

3. 21Z "c W.ir_ Q=1

A third differentiation of costs can be made with

regard to the ability to trace a cos- to a specific func-

tion, cost center, or product. Costs that can be traced to

a single cost objective are direct costs. Costs that are

incurred by two or more cost objectives are indirect costs

and must be allocated using some acceptable allocation

method. Indirect costs should be allocated on the basis of

some identifiable causative relationship to ths cost objec-

tive (Ref. 4: p.111. Direct and indirect costs can be

further classified as fixed or variable to provide more

precise information concerning cost behavior (Ref. 10:

p. 1 4].

UCA classifies cost as either direct or indirect ani

then, after an allocation stepdown process, computes unit

costs. All costs are initially designat ed as direct costs

of either an intermediate or final operating expense

39
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account. Costs included in the intermediate accounts become

indirect expenses of the final operating expense accounts

* after stepdovn has been completed.

-, The classification of gC& direct costs is determined

more by the ability of the data collection system to accumu-

late cost directly by work centers than by the nature of the

cost itself. UCA data for Oakland shows that not all subac-

counts within the Inpatient Medical &ccount (UCK Account A )

have physician salaries identified with them even though

they report workload and compute a cost per unit of output.

For example, the Neurology suba-count (UCk Iccount AAJ)

shows a workload of 1313 occupied bed days and a cost per

occupied bed day of $212.73. However, the Neurology subac-

count shows no direct expenses and no physician salaries.

Physician salaries for inpatient Neurology appear :o be

accumulated in some other inpatient subaccount. The same is

true for several other subaccounts within the inpatient

Medical Account. Although these discrepencies say be caused

by the difficulty of making accurate determinations of where

a physician actually spends his time, it results in a cost

that is normally considered a direct expense [Ref. 10:

pp.35-43, Ref. 2: p.3-12] being disregarded in the
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compilation of costs for some work centers. In addition,

physician salaries for some of the ambulatory clinics at

Oakland are recorded as lirect expenses of the subaccounts

while others are not. [Military physician salary costs for

OB/GYR Clinics are placed in a cost pool for later alloca-

tion while in the case of surgical clinics these costs are

*identified as direct expenses for the appropriate subac-

count. Because of the varying methods of identifying costs,

cost categories take on different mpanings between similar

program accounts. The usefulness of the classification of

direct or indirect cost becomes questionable unless like

costs are identified directly with comparable subaccounts.

This becomes particularly relevant when making comparisons

between programs (services) within facilities or between

facilities. The greater the number of costs that can be

identified directly with a specific work center, the more

valuable will be the information that is produced [Ref. 10:

pp. 33-43].

D. ALLOCATION OF COSTS

* An essential facet of azy cost a-ccunting system is cost

allocation (Ref. 5: p.4951. In CaC cost allocation is the

process of distributing overhead and ancillary service costs

to the final operating expense accounts.
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UCA allocates two distinct groups of costs to the final

operating expense accounts during the stepdovn process. The

first group is support services which for the most part are

indirect overhead costs over which individual work centers

have little direct control. rhe second group is ancillary

service cost which includes clinically related services such

as pharmacy, laboratory, and radiology. This group of costs

is directly related to the treatment of the patient and

influenced by managers of clinical work centers by the

amount of service they use. UCA allocates support services

first and ancillary services next. Because the allocation

of both groups of costs occurs simultaneously during step-

down, the cost data that is available for analysis moves

from a stage of identifying only a portion of what should be

classified as direct costs to a cost figure that includes a

combination of both direct and indirect costs. If the cost

data is going to be meaningful and useful to managers, the

differentiation between direct and indirect costs should be

maintained during the stepdovn process and displayed as such

on interim management accounting reports [Ref. 10: p.45].

Horngren [Ref. 5: p. 162] notes that a common complaint of

*, managers is that they are unfairly charged with costs over
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which they have no control. He con-ludes that "indiscrimi-

nate cost allocations may undermine the confidence, of the

managers in the entire system."

E. HANAGENINT REPORTS

The Computation summary, the Detail Unit Cost Report,

and the Medical Expense and Performance Report

(MEPR) (described in Appendix Al are the final reports gener-

ated by an activity at the completion of the UCi process.

If UCi is to be useful for responsibility accounting, one

would expect the manager of a work center which is reported

on the Detail Unit Cost Report to be able to make some

judgement on the relative efficiency of his work center

based upon the data given. For example, the Detail Unit

Cost Report generated by Oakland identifies the costs asso-

ciated with Diagnostic Radiology (UCh Account DCi), as shown

in Table I However, when one scrutinizes the costs repre-

sented in each category, it becomes 3bvious that, as a tool

to measure the performance of diagnostic radiology, the

information is of questionable value. The first column of

Table II displays the costs that are combined to create the

total of Direct and Support Expenses, shown on Table I.

These costs include not only expenses for Diagnostic
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Z ABLE I

Detail Unit Cost Report -0Diqustic Radiology (DCA)
AVTREG EDCEIN Oa - -195 1

Direct and Support Costs $1,577,365

Ancillary Costs 1,073,970

Total Expense $2,651,335

Ancillary Workload 395,823

Cost per Unit 6.6982

NOTE: The teri ancillary .osts iD this cisl refers to
costs that were coliected in a ra dology cost pool
ard includes components of both direct and allocat--. ed costs.

Radiology at the core hospital but also the costs for

radiology services at the nine outlying Branch Clinics of

Oakland. Table II also displays the costs that are combined

to create the total of ancillary expense. Because of the

myriad of costs that are mixed in the totals, an evaluation

of the performance of Diagnostic Raliology based upon these

figures becomes difficult. It is possible for one to go to

the Computation Summary t3 gain further insight into the

components of the costs; hovever, that report aontains very

limited information. A complete unlerstanding of the costs

that are included in -.he totals on the Detail Unit Cost

Report requires a tedious and time consuming process of
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T ABLE 11

Diagnostic Radiolog 1 .zns BV s jdovn - N&VREGEDCUE

Direct and Support Ancillary

Expense Expense

Direct Expense S1,155,984 $795,603

Al ocated Costs
c' oaman4 Staff 9,:488

".In :Om m 1cation 1575 2,5 4
C vilan Personnel 1,927 10468
-ilitary Personnel 11 520 108
Comptroller 87781930Ni 5680 3,447

NIP Su ort2 733 2H236
Pass Office Support 12612
word Processing -- 105,130
Fire Protection 5,308 81
Police Protection 5,735 88
Plant anagemen 3,514 5
Op ratlon of Ut ilities 93,113 1131

Ifntenance of.peal Property 6,503 23,656Minor Construction 58,1363,5
Other Engineering Support 8,389 128
Transpor tatio -- 174
Material Serv.ces 55 271 17 ,94
ousekeepin 1,21 4046

3iomedical epair 9,650 96,031
Linen and Laundry 26,791 -

Total 31,577,365 51,073,970

GRAND TOrAL $2,651,335
l~

following the costs through the OCj Stepdown Schedule, and

tallying each category of cost. It is not the intent of

this discussion to advocate that all cost data be displayed

in minute detail on UCA output reports, but that costs

should be categorized ani displayel in a manner that is

useful to responsibility center managers and upper level
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managers within an activ ty in evaluating the performance of

responsibility centers.

F. CONTROLLABLI VS SON CONTROLLABLE COSTS

The issue that will be addressed in this section

concerns the costs that should be assigned to the manager of

a responsibility center to provide am indication of how well

he is discharging his duties. rh.re are differing views

concerning the kinds of costs that should be included in the

reports of a responsibility accounting system. The first is

that only those costs that are directly controllable by the

manager of the responsibility center should be included and

is the position taken by most advocates of responsibility

accounting CRef. 5: p.161]. "An item of cost is control-

lable if the amount of cost incurred in or assigned to a

responsibility center is significantly influenced by the

actions of the manager of the responsibility center"

l(f. 4: p.12]. The second is that noncontrollable costs

that are indirectly caused by the existence of the _esponsi-

bility center should also be included. The purpose of the

latter is to force the manager to try to influence, in a

positive vay, costs being incurred in other responsibility

centers. In any case, cont-ollable and noncontrollabl .
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costs should not be mingled indiscriminately on responsi-

bility accounting reports. [Ref. 5: pp.161-162]

This distinction between controllable and noncontrol-

lable costs is not clear in the UCA reporting system. It is

often difficult to separate costs that are controllable from

those that are not. The Chief of Radiology Service has

responsibility for the Diagnostic Radiology work center;

however, as seen in Table II , he has vastly different

degrees of control over the costs that are included in that

account. He may have a great deal of control over direct

expenses; he has a limited amount of control over material

services and laundry expenses based upon his use of these

services; and he has virtually no control over fire protec-

tion, police protection, or plant management. dowever, they

are all grouped together, without lifferentiation, in the

Detail Unit Cost Report of UC&. Table III illustrates the

way the cost data could be displayed. This structure

provides cost data in more detail than the Detail Unit Cost

Report yet groups data into controllable and noncontrollable

categories. Branch Clinic data has also been excluded from

Table III and could be displayed separately. The determina-

tIon of which categories of costs should be included under
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TABLE III

Diagnostic Ra iolo v - Coat (ollable /oj gntroll bljqjxpenses
-UNVREGHEDC33 Oaand (core Fac1±2gy) - ,Y-19

DiffnOstic .Radioloy,(Core ,acility) $ 77
Ra o ogy Cost Poo C95ai903

Total Direct Expenses $1,265,980

Word =ocessigg $105,130
_ ter:a1l Services 64,
Biomedical Repair 96. 031
Linen and Laundry 26,791

Total Allocated - Controllable $292,073

Total Allocated - Noncontr~l1able $283,080

GRAND TOTAL $1,841,133

the heading of Allocated Controllable Costs is best left to

the discretion of individail activity managers because there

appears to be a significant amount 3f subjectivity in this

classification. Similar displays could be developed for

each responsibility center.

G. COST POOLS

Many individual costs cannot be lirectly identified vith

a specific UCA account or subaccount and a-e ther.fore
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grouped into cost pools prior to allocation. The use of

cost pools allow for the assignment of costs to cost objec-

tives without the cost or effort of identifying each

individual cost with a specific account [Ref. 5: p.529].

Oakland has established a number of cost pools for its inpa-

t-fnt wards, ambulatory clinics, incillary services, and

command and administration. These cost pool accounts are in

addition to the standard accounts and subaccounts

established for all UC1 users. Table IV provides

information on the size of each of these cost pools at

Oakland and the amount of direct expenses assigned to them

in relation to the total Airect costs assigned to the rela-

tive final operating expense account.

These cost pools are established to pool costs that

could not be easily assigned to some other intermediate or

final operating expense account. Although the establishment

of cost pools make the assignment 3f costs a much easier

process, it may also dilute the usefulness of the data. The

pooling process results in an averaging of costs and

thereby a loss of accuracy [Ref. 5: p.529]. All direct

costs assigned to a cost pool become averaged over the other

'49
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accounts during allocatio.n. Although some costs are neces-

sarily accumulated in cost pools, they should be minimized

in order to reduce the loss of accaracy in the final unit

cost figure. As seen in rable IV, the use of cost pools at

Oakland is widespread and the degree to which the cost pools

represent a significant portion of the total direct cost for

a particular area is wide ranging.

Oakland uses cost pools to accumulate the costs associ-

ated with the operation of its wards. For example, the

Medical Inpatient Cost Pool (UCA Account AAXA) includes, as

direct expenses, the salaries of the nursing staff and ward

supplies on all Medical wards. After receiving its allo-

cated share of support and ancillary service costs, the

Medical Cost Pool is allocated to the final operating

expense accounts. By aggregating ward costs into one cost

pool and then allocating the total cost over the various

subaccounts on the basis of occupiel bed days, any differ-

ences in the intensity of care provided to different types

of patients is lost. In general, ine would expect nursing

personnel on Oakland's Medical wards to devote more time per

occupied bed day to pulmonary/upper respiratory disease

patients than to dermatology patients; however, by pooling
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and then allocating ward costs, each type of patient causes

an equal amount (average amount) of cost to be assigned to

their respective service. While it is recognized that the

use of cost pools may be necessitated by the difficulty of

differentiating between pitients assigned to a common ward

but different services, managers should be aware that

variances in the intensity of care for different patients

are not reflected in UCA unit cost data.

H. STANDARD COSTS

The use of standard costs is a control device that is

widely used in the business community but has received only

limited attention in nonprofit organizations such as hospi-

tals [Ref. 4: p.55]. "Standard costs are carefully

predetermined costs; they are target costs, costs that

should be attained" (Ref. 5: p.186]. Standard costs iden-

tify how much cost should be incurred for any particular

program, task, or unit of output. They can then be compared

to actual costs and used in evaluating the causes of any

variances (Ref. 5: p.187].

While the use of standard zosts in a manufacturing

process have been well developed [&ef. 6: pp.544-612]0 the

use of standard costs in hospitals is rare. it is
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recognized that because of the complexities of the health

care industry, the develpment of 3tandard costs in hospi-

tals is "a difficult and complex task." However, standards

can be a meaningful tool in measuring performance [Ref. 10:

p. 6 9J. For example, a standard that identifies the appro-

priate amount of nursinq labor per patient on a warl or a

standard that identifies the appropriate direct cost for

each laboratory procedure or radiology exam would be useful

for making comparisons with actual -os-s and then analyzing

the variances.

There are several methods that can be used to develop

standard costs. Standards can be developed using industrial

engineering methods to determine basic tasks and associated

costs. Frank [Ref. 15: p.3] cit-s a study conducted at

Johns Hopkins University Hospital which detailed the costs

of activities of the medical staff in the obstetrical

services. Another method involves the use of statistical

regression analysis which models cost as a function of one

or more variables (Ref. 15: p.34]. A third method involves

the comparison of costs to those "incurred by other similar

organizations over the same period of time" (Ref. 15: p.35].

* , This is the approach taken by UC% for comparisons between
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military health care facilities, the merits of which will be

discussed in more detail in the following chapter. A fourth

method involves the use of internal performance data to

generate standards based upon average performance for each

work center. Herzlinger, Moore, and Hall [Ref. 9: p.241]

used the latter method in evaluating a community health

center. Although they recognized that the standards that

were developed were averages and did not represent an

optimal input-output relationship, they did provide a mean-

ingful benchmark for managers to assess their relative

per formance.

While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to levelop

standard costs using any oDf the described methodologies, it

appears that the development of standards similar to the

last method described could be easily accomplished by

individual activities as a means of evaluating their rela-

tive performance. k standard as simple as costs per unit of

output for the previous accounting p.riod could be used as a

basis fcr demonstrating to the manager his relative perform-

: ance over time.

In using a standard as a means of relating actual ccsts

to the amount that shoull have been incurred for a given

5"
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output, one must recognize the limitations. Anthony and

Herzlinger [Ref. 4: p.5] point out that while standards may

be useful they are never perfect for two reasons:

1. Recorded costs ars not a precisely accurate measure of
resources consumed; and

2. Standards are, at best, only approhiama.e measures of
what resource consumptio ideally should have been in'-:' %the circumstances pre vailing.

The use of standards would help to make UCA information

more meaningful and understandable t.7 operating managers and

would provide a basis for examining and evaluating specific

work centers.

I. SUKIlRT

This chapter has examined UCA at the activity level and

focused on how the data generated by UC% can be useful to

health facility managers. Ilthou;h intended to provide

useful information to all echelons of management within the

military Health 'ervices System, UCA, as currently imple-

mented at Oakland, appears to be of limited use to managers

at the activity level. UCh is a cost accounting system that

is intended to provide full costing for a number of medical

* programs, identified as final operiting expense accounts.

In attempting to meet the reporting requirements of UCA, the

emphasis has been on identifying all costs wi.h these
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accounts, to the detriment of providing meaningful and

useful information to activity managers. UCA-generated data

has the potential to be a valuable management tool for both

responsibility and program accounting at the activity level

if properly developed and structurel in the form of mean-

ingful management reports.
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With the advent of the Uniform zhart of Accounts ,it

became possible to relate a measure of output to an estimate

of actual expenses 4ncurred in the form of a cost per unit

of output. Such information could be used to accomplish two

of the objectives of UCA: 1) to provide information which

would facilitate comparisons between and among the health

care facilities of the three military services and hospitals

in the civilian sector and, 2) to provide a means for meas-

uring the efficiency and cost 3f operations (Ref. 2:

p.1-131. Since the inception of UJCK there has been a great

deal of speculation, especially on the part of the health

care managers of the military services, over the type of

subsequent decisions that would or could be made by the

office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for nealth

Aff airs (OASD (HI))

Some insight was provided in an OASD(H&) memorandum to

the Surgeon General of the Navy datel 22 October 1981, which

states that "DOD medical planners will undoubtedly come to

rely upon OCA for a broad range of pricing and rssource
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programming decisions" (Ref. 16]. It has apparently been

assumed that by establishing "uniform performance indica-

tors, common expense classifications by work centers, and a

cost assignment methodology" (Ref. 2: p.1-5], UCA will

permit planners and decision makers at higher authority to

make compari-onv of costs per unit of output, and thus

determine the relative efficiencies of hospitals. In

theory, such comparisons would facilitate the identification

of hospitals whose cost per unit of output was significantly

higher than average and, as a result, decisions could then

be made regarding the reprogramming or reallocation of

resources in an effort to bring the cost per unit of output

in line with other more efficient facilities. In this

light, UCA data becomes a potentially powerful management

tool for tho OkSD(Hk) oversight function.

However, UCA data must provide the appropriate

information required for such resource programming and

resource allocation decisions. Specifically, the questions

which must be answered are: Can a cost per unit of output

be considered a measure of efficiencv in hospitals; and, Can

cross service comparisons legitimately be made based solely

on UCA data? The purpose -f this zhapter is to answer these
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questions by evaluatinq the value of UCI as a management

control tool for use by OkSD(Hk) in its DOD medical opera-

tions oversight function.

A. THE HRASURUEUT OF MILITART HOSPITAL OUTPUT

Since, under UCA, the cost per unit of output plays a

major role in making hospital comparisons, it is necessary

to examine the manner in which output is measured, or more

appropriately, approximated. The manner in which costs are

determined at the activity level by the cost allocation

process has been discussed in the previous chapter. This

section will, therefore, address the israe of output meas-

ureaent and the relationship betweea costs and output as a

measure of efficiency.

Prior to the development of the Uniform Chart of

Accounts, the Composite Work Unit (CIU) was the means by

which military hospitals attempted to measure output. The.

number of CIU's generated by a hospital was determined by

the equation:

CIUs OS + 1 OAD 1 1OLB + 0.3CV

where:

O9 Average Daily oc-upied Bed Days

AD a Average Daily Admissions

LB a Average Daily Live Births
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CV = Average Daily Zlinic Visits

[Ref. 17: p.3]

Although the services have used the CWU since 1956, 4. was

generally recognized as an inferior measure of hospital

output. Its primary shortcomings were that it did not

reflect the full range of hospital activities and it did not

account for "case mix" and intensity of care differences.

Simply stated, the CWU assumed that all patients were the

same, since it did not recognize that some health care prob-

less are more complex than others, and that complex cases

consume more health care resources than simple, uncompli-

cated cases. Consequently, the CWU made it virtually

impossible to develop meaningful cost per unit of output

relationships useful in making comparisons of hospitals. In

addition, as a measure of output, the CWU was easy to manip-

ulate. Hospitals could increase their apparent level of

output, and hence their budget, merely by admitting patients

who could be treated on an outpatient basis, or by keeping

patients in the hospital one or two days longer than med!-

cally necessary. The impact of such manipulations on cost

* per unit of output comparisons is discussed later in more

, detail. Another problem was that the simplistic CWU
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information was submitted to Congress as part of the

President's Budget Submission and, despite its recognized

shortcomings, Congress used the CWU as an indicator of effi-

ciency and as a tool for making bulgetary decisions.

These shortcomings of the CWU were supported in a 1980

study, cosponsored by 3ASD(HA) and conducted by the

Department of Mathematical Sciences, U.S. Air Force Acadamy

-ef. 17]. The Study, which developed an alternative to the

CWU called the Health Care Unit (HCUI , states:

rhe CWU has come under criticism since its inception,
largely resulting from its continmed use in applications
for which it was never intended. It is not reasonable to
expect that a weighted sum of four variables, whose
we.ghts w e developed 24 years ago, should be both the
primary indicator or hospital output and a major determi-
nant in the allocation of manpower and monetary resources.
[Ref. 17: p.41

The difficulty of developin; a measure of hospital

output is not to be underestimated. Ruchlin and Leveson

state that "one of the most complex aspects" of measurinq

hospital output is accounting for case mix differences

("af. 18: p.309]. They further point out that while a

considerable amount of work has gone into attempts to

develop an accurate methodology for seasuring ou-put, very

few of them "fully develop measures that reflect the impli-

cation of variaticns in case mix on utilization of

resources" (Ref. 18: p. 310]. This view is shared by
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Dumbaugh who states that one of the fundamental difficulties

encountered when trying to compare different hospitals by

measures of efficiency i that adjustments for the hetero-

geneity of patient mix must be consilered [Ref. 19: p.215].

The HCU, as developed in the above mentioned study,

attempts to measure hospital output and, to some degree,

account for case mix differerces by using "a linear combina-

tion, or weighted sum, of the 25 performance factors which

are reported in Part I 3f the UZI Medical Expense and

Performance Report" (Ref. 17: p.12]. In essence, the

different weights assigned to each of the performance

factors are "relative values" which attempt to reflect the

differences in resource consumption among various hospital

activities. The HCU, for example, recognizas that more

medical resources are consumed by a surgical inpatient than
are consumed by the typical medical inpatien.. Total HCU's

'Affor a hospital are calculated by the following equation:

25

Total HCUs Z Wipi
i-I.

whe re:

Vi s the weighting factor associated with category i,

and
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Pi * the number of performance factors of category i

(Ref. 17: pp. 12,131

This equation permits hospital output to be expressed in

terms of a single number, which, in the opinion of the HCU

study authors, will maks comparisons of hospital output

easier to understand and more useful to higher level manage-

ment [Ref. 17: p.6]. As wa shall sea, it is this attempt to

reduce the totality of hospital output to a single number

that makes the HCU (like the _-WU) subject to inappropriate

interpretations and applications.

Since a later study refined the ECU concept as proposed

in the Air Force Study, discussion of the manner in which

ths weights were derived will be leferred until later in

this chapter.

Development of the HCU is a major improvement in

capturing health care output, a pcoduct characterized by

highly variable levels of resource zonsumption. But, the

ECU is not perfect. In its present stat e of development,

the ECU does not totally account for the variations in

intensity of care associated with case mix differences

between hospitals and within the same specialty. The

ability to account for such differences is absolutely
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critical if accurate and reliable =omparisons of hospital

output are to be made. In addition, like the ZWU, the HCU

can be manipulated to improve apparent output relative to

the resources consumed. The impact of the inability of the

HCU to capture the differences in intensity of care and the

associated consumption of resources will be demonstratad in

two examples at the end of this chapter.

Ini 1981, OSD(HA) contracted with the firm of R&D

Associates to study the HCU concept [Ref. 20]. While the

study had many purposes, each of them "ultimately focused on

the development, validation, and implementation of the HCU

-,as a measure of hospital output" (Ref. 20: p.2]. This study

accomplished three things. First, all DOD hospitals were

segregated into three categories (peer groups) determined to

be relatively homogeneous. Second, the HCU was refined by

the development of weights which ac-ount for the fact that

the first day of admission is, in most cases, the most

resource intensive day in a patients stay. And, third, it

provided examples of a number of UCA/HCU based reports that

could be used by management [Ref. 20: pp.3,24]. Each of

these items is considered in turn.
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It is generally recognized that before cost per unit

of output comparisons can be aide, activities must be segre-

gated into homogeneous peer groups. The dqvelopment of peer

groups has itself been somewhat of an issue due to the

numerous variables which must be cotsidered when trying to

establish groups of similar hospitals. Olson [Ref. 3: p.75]

recognized the importance of establishing peer groups for

the purpose of making comparisons ind made the following

recommendation:

... that research be done to establish uniform peer group
categories which encomlass the many internal.and, external
factors -- of which s..ze is only one -- which influence
the o ration of the organza tion. Each peer group would
con taln facilities vita s,_milar exogenous and endogenous
characteristics.

* The R&D Associates' study also confirms the necessity of

"iZ establishing peer groups as demonstrated by the following

statement:

rhe nature and complexity of cases handled varies f-om
hospital to hospital. Such a variation is the result of
P9licies designed to concentrate :ases and medical exper-
tise in selected hospitals to provide better care and
im rove efficiency. This, in turn dictates that the
prcedures for calculating the iU's take into account the
different nature of the case mix that these policies
imply. One way to do this is to separate the facilitias
into peer groups. CRef. 20: p.4]

In recognition of these issues, the study developed three

categories for military hospitals, which take the above

factors into consideration.

4 . 65
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While the development of peer groups is necessary in

order to compare hospitals, it does not necessarily follow

that all hospitals within a peer group are the same. This

limitation was recognized by the Air Force HCU study authors

who state:

Even after partitioning the output of the hospital into
homogeneous categories, some differences in case-mix (and
consequently the intensity of care requred) are certain
to exist within each category. Depending upon both the
particular grouping chosen and the accuracy desired, it
may or may not be necessary to ad-lust the reported output
to reflect these differences. If the parritioning is
coarse, making adjustments assumes greater importance.
Likewise, if qreater accuracy is needed, adjustments
should be made ?sef. 17: p.10].

Thus, there are limits to the conclusions which may be drawn

from such comparisons, centering primarily around the issue

of case mix or intensity of care differences. The HCU

distinguishes between and assigns different weights to

medical and surgical cases. However, it makes no distinc-

tion between cases that are resource intensive and those

that are not, within the same specialty. For example, with

the exception of the HCU's earned because of the different

lengths of stay, a hospital receives the same amount of .CU

credit for a coronary bypass as it does for the surgical

correction of an impacted tooth, 9ven though there is a

substantial difference in the amount of resources consumed

by these two surgical cases. Consequently, although two
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hospitals within the same peer group may be similar in terms

of their "exogenous and endogenous" characteristics, they

may be substantially diffetent in the intensity of the

medical care they provide. Since the RCU does not differen-

tiate between, and thus account for, these differences,

comparing the cost per unit of output of these hospitals may

lead to erroneous conclusions. This does not necessarily

imply that these two hospitals should not be in the same

peer group. Indeed, it would be impossible to est.ablish

peer groups in which all hospitals were absolutely iden-

tical. However, extreme caution must be exercised when

making comparisons lest inappropriate and potentially

adverse resource allocation decisions be made.

The R&D Study used the same basic equation "o calcu-

late HCUs as was originally proposed in the Air Force Study.

However it improved upon the kir Force Study by developing

weights for each of the three DOD hospital categories.

Inpatient HCU weights for each category were derived from a

*i linear regression run on the inpatient cost dita submitted

by DOD medical activities on their FY-1980 Medical Expense

and Performance Report (MEPR) :Ref. 20: pp.22-28). Table V
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TABLE V

Normalized Inpatient HCU Weights

: I II iII

BEDICAL

F Fixed .332 .4534 .240

Variable .11 .130 .214

iKSURGICAL
Fixed .761 .755 .511

Variable .139 .127 .197

* ",OB/GYN

"Fixed .382 .350 .424

Variable .279 .183 .191

PEDIATRIC

Fixed .609 .363 .491

Variable .066 .133 .163

ORT HOPEDIC

Fixed .669 .602 .463

Variable .112 .099 .119

PSYCHIATRIC

Fixed .558 .181 .499

Variable .079 .153 .127

[Ref. 20: p.32]

provides the normalized inpatient HCU weights for each

category of hospital, and for each of the six Inpatient Care

accounts listed on the SEPR. The terms "fixed" and "vari-

able", identified for each of the six inpatient accounts

deserve explanation. As stated in the study:

hn inpatient disposition is couated for each patient
id. tted to a hospital. Ip vi.tually a9laclases al
adissIons are counted as having one occupl.dcbed Aay for
the day they are admitted no matter how long they stay
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that day. Also, the day of admission is unusual in that asignificant amount of special treatment (tests special
care, etc.) occurs then. Thus all char es on the da of
admission (first occupied bed hay) can 9e considered as
fixed charges and all variable chares accrue on a per day/ basis fton day two onward. [Ref. 20: p. 241

Simply stated, the fixed and variable weights assigned to

each of the inpatient accounts recognize that the day of

admission is more resource intensive (more resources are

expended) than the occupied bed days which follow. Table VI

provides the normalized outpatient HCU weights for each

TABLE VI
Normalized Outpatient HCTU Weights

I II III_

DEP ARTHENT

medical .025 .129 .039

Surgical .033 .033 .038

OB/GYN .024 .024 .030

Pediatric .021 .19 .026

Orthopedic .032 .029 .030

Psych/Rent Hlth .030 .029 .040

Family Practice .023 .330 .034

Primary medical .023 .021 .025

Bas rgeucy Red .036 .328 .033

Fliqht Medicine .041 .036 .018

Undersea Red NA NA NA

Dental *1 .006 .006 .007
Dental #2 .003 .002 .002

[Ref. 20: p.33]
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category of hospital and for each of the 13 Ambulatory Care

and Dental Care Accounts on the MEPR. These outpatient HCU

weights were developed by calculating a group centroid from

the facility data submitted on the P!-1980 HEPRs. The group

centroid for each hospital and each department was derived

from a "mean by hospital" calculation. [Ref. 20: p.29]

Tables VII and VIII illustrate the computation of

total HCU's for a hospital and use the UCA data submitted by

Oakland on their FY-1981 MEPR.

3. RGSaLIU IJA JuauuL~zj~ J~tj

Based upon UCA data, HCe computations, and the

segregation of hospitals into peer groups, RSD Associates

provided a number of UCA/H'U based reports that can be use4

by OASD(HA) for the purpose of comparing the ost per unit

of output of DOD hospitals. A brief description of each of

these reports follows:

a. Cost - Product Analysis Report. This report

shows the total cost (expenses) per HCU produced for each

hospital in each peer group. It also provides a "percent

deviation from average" column which reflects a hospital's

relative position to the group average. The authors of

the R&D study state that the ranking of the expense/HCU
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ratio "could be thought of as depicting the relative eff-

ciencies of hospitals" [Ref. 20: p.54]. In order for this

statement to be true, it must be that hospitals vith a

higher cost per HCU are less efficient than those with a

lower cost per HCU. The inability of the HCU to capture

intensity of care differences makes this condition

que stionab e.

b. Physician Productivity Report. This report

provides a ratio of HCU's produced per physician assigned

and ranks each hospital in each category from the highest

ratio to the lowest. It also provides a "percent deviation

from the average" column [Ref. 20: p.59]. Again, the impli-

cation is that hospitals with a low HCU per physician ratio

are less eff;Aient than those with a higher ratio.

c. Manpower Productivity Report. The format for

this report is exactly like that of the last except that

ratios of HCU's per Full Time Equivalent (FTE) manmonths

assigned are calculated [Ref. 20: p.S]. The number of FTEs

includes all military and civilian personnel assigned to the

hospital as distributed In step two of the UCA stepdown

methodology and as reported in the Stepdown Statistics

matrix submitted by activities to )ASD(HA)
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d. Facility Productivity Report. This report

provides a ratio of HCU's produced per operating bed for

each hospital in each category. Each hospital is rank

* ordered beginning vith the highest ratio. (Rof. 20: p.691

Since the services have considerable latitude in adjusting

the number of authorized operating beds at any given

facility, the usefulness of this report is questionable.

e. Hospital Productivity Report. One of these

reports is prepared for each DOD hospital and provides more

detail than those reports previously discussed. The format

of the report is much like that of the REPR in that it

identifies expenses for each of the UCA Summary Accounts in

Inpatient Care, Ambulatory Care, and Dental Care. It also

shows the number of HCU's "credited" to each of these

accounts. The ratio of expenses per HCU is shown along with

a "percent deviation" column which indicates the hospital's

relative position with respect to the category average.

(Ref. 20: p.74]

These reports rely exclusively cn information

submitted by activity UCA reports (REPRs). The expense data

reported in the REPRs is used to develop the HCU weights.

These HCU weights are then used in conjunction with the
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performance factors, which are also reported on the MEPRs,

to calculate total HCUs (output) for each activity. Onc

the HCUs are calculated, various ratios are leveloped for

each hospital which, when rank ordered, purport to show the

relative efficiency of one hospital with respect to another.

Armed with this information, planners and decision makers

may feel that they have sufficient information upon which to

base resource allocation decisions. However, as will be

shown below, this may not be the case.

B. TWO ZXANPLIS OF THE LINITATIONS OF COST AID OUTPUT

CORPIRISOIS

With the implement-ation of the Uniform Chart of

Accounts, military hospitals began, for the first time,

reporting uniform cost and performance data. The develop-

ment of the HCU and the partitioning of DOD hospitals into

peer groups were additional efforts directed toward the

establishment of a methodology wheceby military hospitals

could be compared with one another. However, it should not

be assumed that unifcr2 reporting has eliminated all of the

variations which make unique entities of the three military

medical departments and their respective hospitals. As

discussed earlier, in order to accept that UCA and the HCU
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are valid measures of expense and output, and therefore

efficiency, it must be assumed that each of the hospitals

within a peer group provid9 approximately the same levels of

health care to approximately the same types of patients in

approximately the same manner, or that average total cost is

constant. I review of 1980 workload data pertaining to the

admission rates and practices of the three Services indi-

cates that the first and third assumptions may be

demonstrably false.

During 1980, active duty Navy and Marine Corps personnel

were admitted to Navy hospitals at a rate of 93.6 admissions

per 1000 eligibles, on the average. Comparable figures for

the Army and the Air Force were 150.9 and 148.0, respec-

tively. It is not likely that these differences in

admission rates could be attributed to a higher incidence of

*" disease and/or injury among Army and Air Force personnel. A

more likely cause may be basic policy differences regarding

the mode of health care delivery. [Ref. 21: p.2]

I review of the data showing the 12_A gU&§ 2f, " -

gi1oU for active duty personnel in each of the three Services

* helps highlight some Service unique characteristics. For

example, column one of Table IX shzws that during 1980 the
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Leading Cause of Admission - 1980 (Rates per 1,000 Average
Strength)

Acute U per D~nta Alcoholism
Resp. Ilec. D.sorders

Branch of
Service

Army 16.8 (1) 0.9 (20+) 3.2 (2)

Air Force 3.2 (14) 10.1 (1) 2.5 (6)

Navy mC 0.3 (68) 0.3 (45) 5.3 (1)

Rank in parenthesis

(Ref. 21: p.2]

Army's leading cause of admission for active duty personnel

was acute upper respiratory infection (ICD9-645), with an

admission rate of 16.8 per thousand, or approximately 14,000

* admissions. This diagnosis ranked Ith at Air Force hospi-

tals, with an admission rate of 3.2 per thousand, and 68th

at Navy hospitals with an admission rate of 0.3 per thousand

(200 admissions). To put these admission rates into

perspective, the Army admission rate is more than 5 times

higher than the Air Force admission rate and 56 times higher

than that of the Navy's. Column two shows that during this

same period, the leading cause of almission for active duty

Air Force personnel in Air Force hospitals was dental

disorders (ICD9-520), with an admission rate of 10.1 per
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thousand and resulting in almost 6,500 admissions. This

diagnosis was not ranked among the twenty leading causes of

admission at Army hospitals. It ranked 45th in Navy hospi-

tals and accounted for fewer than 303 admissions. Again, to

place this figure into perspective, this Air Force admission

rate is 11 times higher than the krmy's and 34 times higher

than the Navy's, for the same diagnosis. The Navy's leading

cause for admission during 1980 was alcoholism (column

three) with an admission rate of 5.3 per thousand. In

contrast to the two diagnoses described above, all three

services experienced roughly the same admission rate.

admissions for alcoholism (ICD9-303) ranked 2nd at Army

hospitals and 6th at Air Force hospitals. [Ref. 21: p.1, 2]

Based on this data, it would appear that Army and Air

Force hospitals choose to treat some minor health care ptob-

leas on an inpatient basis, while the Navy chooses, for the

most part, to treat these same illnesses on in outpatient

basis. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the

'a average length of stay (IL3S) for personnel admitted to Air

Force hospitals with dental disorders was only 1.5 days,

while, the ALOS in Army hospitals for Army personnel with

acute upper respiratory in4fctions was less than 3 days.
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This is not to argue the wisdom of such practices varying

between services, but only to indicate the likely differing

intensities of care which would result from them.

Up to this point the discussion has focused on the

differences in the leading cause of admission for each of

the Services. However, there are other admission indicators

which would tend to support the hypothesis that there are

differences in the admission practices of the three

Services. Table I provides six additional diagnoses that

were ranked among the top twenty causes for admission at Air

Force hospitals. As the fable shows, only one of the diag-

noses, viral infection of unspecified nature or site

(ICD9-079), was among the top twenty admissions for Army and

Navy hospitals. Since these six illnesses appear to be rela-

tivley minor when compared with more typical causes of

inpatient admission, the amount of medical resources

consumed, relative to the HCU "crelit" earned, is corre-

spondingly smaller. It should also be noted that these six

admissions accounted for more than 10 percent of all active

duty Air Force admissions and only 3.5 percent of active

duty Navy and Marine Corps admissions [Ref. 21: p.5]. The

impact on the cost per unit of output is readily apparent.
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0Comparison of admissions for other Minor Illnesses

RANK BY SERVICE
_D AGNI DE All tQjg AJAX U2

Viral infec tion of
unspecified site orp nature 097 2 4 20

Other noninfective
gastr en t eritis

- and colitis 558 3 20+ 20+

Ill defined 4 intest-
nil n ections 009 7 20+ 20+

Contracept ive
management V25 13 20+ 20.
Intestinal infect-
ions due to other
organisms 008 16 20+ 20+

Acute tonsillitis 463 20 20+ 20+

[Ref. 21: p.51

The point to be made from this discussion is that

because of these differences in the manner in which the

Services tend to treat minor illnesses, the inability of the

Health Care Unit (HCU) to fully capture intensity of care

differences becomes critical. By treating minor illnesses

in an inpatient setting, hospitals are able to earn substan-

tially more HCU "credit" than would be earned if these same

illnesses were treated on an outpatient basis. For example,

an Army hospital that admits a patient for an acute upper

respiratory infection with a 3 day length of stay receives

.668 HCU "credits" (.240 for the day of admission plus .428

for the two days thereafter). On the other hand, the Navy
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hospital that treats a patient with the same diagnosis on an

outpatient basis receives .039 HCU "credits". Thus, the

Army hospital can receive 17 times more HCU credit than the

: Navy hospital for treating the same kind of patient. As a

result of the inpatient care, the Army hospital will expend

more of it's health care resources than will the Navy.

However, while these costs will be reflected in the expenses

generated by internal medicine on the HEPR, it is highly

unlikely that the expenses will be 17 times greater than

those expended by the Navy hospital.

In this example, the Army hospital is driving up it's

total HCU's and total costs, while it the same time keeping

down its average costs, by treating relatively uncomplicated

cases in the inpatient setting. The hospital is also able

to increase its ratio of RCU's per physician and HCU's per

full-time equivalent. In this sense, the HZU becomes a

rather perverse disincentive for achieving efficiency. The

reader should recall that R S D associates developed several

UCA/HCU based management reports that used these ratios as

measures of relative hospital efficiency. However, as can be

seen in the above exampla, the HCU may actually encourage

inefficiency. This problem was recognized by the authors of

the R S D Associates study when they stated:
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lo the extent that the HCU becomes a real factor in
decision-making it is reasonable to expect that manage-
ment behavior at the individual melical facilities will be
adjusted to maximize the perceived efficiency of that
facility, i.e., to yield maximum HCU's for each unit of
resource used. If the true efficiency of the facility is
increasing, then the syste* is wor ing as it should.
However here is the pOssibility that true efficiency
will not increase but that only the perceived efficiency
will. This possibility, sometmes referred to as "gaint",
can occur in two basic ways with ths HCU: transfer of c~re
or transfer of charges.

Transfer of care, more pernicious in that i results

in overall ineffigiengy, is a change in actgal treatment
delivered--resulting in the transfer of certain cases from
low HCU-yieldinq categories of care. This could come
about through the use of inpatent care for cases which
could be handled in outpa tient clinics, or through
referral of the more difficult and expensive cases from
the inpatient clinics to CHAMPUS. Since the cost of in a-
tient care for a very easy case can be less than -he
average cost per disposition, th former tactic yields anet _ncrease in measured effici.ncy. The latter one
produces a perceived gain for the meaical facility since,
by referring only expensive cases, cost is "educed at arate above the average cost for a disposit on--thereby
yieldinq a higher HCU/cost ratio. The best (and probably
only) check on this kind of manipulation is the profes-
sional ethics of the hospital staff.

Transfer of char es is really an accounting ruse to
move cost items around within the UCk or to treat cases in
clinics which yield more HCU's but without any real
changes in care. This kind of "cheating" can be very
difficult to detect, although it would be minimized
through the use of weights which are recalculated periodi-
cally to reflect. any changes in costs for particular
clinics. In this way the gamester does not know for
zertain how to adjust charges and so his ability to cheat
is diminished. [Ref. 20: pp.,89]

Another example of the differences among the Services

with respect to health care delivery methods lies in the

area of alcohol rehabilitation. As shown earlier, alcoho-

ism was the leading cause of admission for active duty Navy

and .arine Corps personnel in Navy hospitals during 1980.

It also ranked 2nd and 6th in Army and A-ir Force hospitals,

respectively. Here the similarity ends. When a diagnosed
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alcoholic is admitted to a Navy hospital he is kept as an

inpatient for two days (the day of admission plus one day).

He is then placed in a resident status where he is main-

tained cn the hospital rolls but not as an inpatient. All

subsequent treatment is conducted on an outpatient basis in

an Alcohol Rehabilitation Service [Ref. 22]. By contrast,

Air Force hospitals maintain diagnosed alcoholics in an

inpatient status for 31 to 33 days. This includes a 3 - 5

2:3 day detoxification phase and a 28 day medical rehabilitation

phase [Ref. 23]. Alcoholics admitted to Army hospitals are

carried as inpatients for 45 to 47 days, including the 3 - 5

day detoxification phase and a 6 week rehabilitation phase

[Ref. 24]. The dramatic difference in the cost relative to

the number of HCUs earned is readily apparent, even though

the Services are providing health care to the same types of

patients.

C. SUEKARY

It should not be concluded from the foregoiag discussion

that the authors are opposed to making comparisons of

hospital output. Indeed, such comparisons could be very

useful in identifying hospitals which may be in "trouble",

thus enablinq management to focus Its attention in a more
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precise manner. However, such comparisons, when taken

literally and without the benefit of indepth analysis, are

- frought with danger. These dangers ire especially prevalent

when trying to compare hospitals across Service lines.

It has been shown that there are substantial differences

in the medical practices and policies of the three Services

which make cross Service comparisons extremely difficult.

It has also been shown that the UCA based HCU can encourage

inefficiencies, and that management reports developed from

this data can portray a hospital is relatively efficient

when in fact it may be relatively inefficient, and vice

versa. It is for this reason that planners and decision

makers must exercise extreme caution when making decisions

- based upon UCA/HCU data, especially when the decision

involves the reallocation of resources. In fact, it should

be recognized that such decisions cannot be made based

solely upon this data, as the authors of the Air Force

Academy HCU study recognized when they stated: "We empha-

size, however, that no measure of hospital output, however

sophisticated, should be used exclusively in allocating

resources" Clef. 17: p.11.
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The item of primary importance is that -he HCU is the

major value derived from tCk data which is presented to, and

considered by, higher echelon management. Therefore, how

the HCU is portrayed, interpreted, manipulated, and under-

stood by higher level management is a key factor in the role

that it is to play as part of the decision making process.

Throughout this chapter, the uses of efficiency measures

and the concept of relative efficiencies as reflected

through UCA/HCU have been scrutinized. The "efficiency"

variable, that is the relative amount of resources consumed

in producing a unit of product, provides a valuable perspec-

tive on management and operations. Improving efficiency

(doing more with less) and maintaining cost effectiveness

are in fact required objectives for all government activi-

ties. However, national security and maintenance of the

medical training base (along with other essential

considerations) often intrude upon, if not drive, the

* resource train. For example, while the Naval Rospital at

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba may or may not be efficient and/or

cost-effective, as measured by the UCA/HCU yardstick,

national security considerations, as well as the nonavail-

ability cf alternative sources of health care, dictate that
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the hospizal remain open. In additi3n, although this hospi-

tals operations may by extremely efficient, high fixed costs

and the relatively small beneficiary population may cause

its costs per unit of output to be greater than other hospi-

tals of similar size. -3st-effectiveness and measures of

efficiency (as currently developed asing UCA) would there-

fore be of little consequence when making resource

programminq or resource allocation decisions for this

hos pital.
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The purpose of this thesis was to critically analyze the

Uniform Chart of kccounts to estimate the value of the

information being generated and its appropriate role as a

tool for management control and resource allocation. In

conducting this evaluation, two distinct levels of manage-

sent and decision making were examined. The first was

management at the activity level and the second was manage-

sent at higher authority.

In evaluating UCI at the activity level, UC& data gener-

ated by the Naval Regional Medical Center, Oakland was used

as a basis for discussion. Although the data used was

specific to Oakland, it is believed that the conclusions

reached on the basis of the analysis may be applicable to

any military medical treatment facility that is subject to

the requirements of UCA.

UCI is a cost accounting system that appears to have

been designed primarily to meet the information needs of

management at higher authority; however, as demonstrated by

the analysis in Chapter Il1, it ha3 the potential to be a

valuable management tool at the activity level if properly
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developed by individual medical treatment facilities to meet

their specific needs. UCk data can be useful in the evalua-

tion of both programs (services) ani responsibility centers

if the data is accumulated, processed, and reported in a

manner that is meaningful to the managers it is intended to

support. Managers must assess their information needs and

then develop systems that support those needs consistent

with UCA reporting requirements. It is also important that

managers understand what UCA data does and does not repre-

sent and that they recognize the limitations as well as the

strengths of the information being generated. Key to the

issue of whether UCA data will be used in a meaningful way

by individual medical treatment facilities is the recogni-

tion of its value as a management tool by the managers of

the facility.

Based on the analysis conducted in Chapter IV, it can be

concluded that resource programming and/or resource alloca-

tion decisions by higher authority cannot be made based

solely on UCA/HCU measures of cost perfermance and effi-

Cincy. hile UCA/HCU lata may be used as a screening

mechanism to assist in the identification of hospitals

and/or specialty services requirin; increased management
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emphasis, additional inlepth analysis is required before

definitive conclusions can be drawn as to their relative

efficiencies or inefficiencies. lithough the HCU is a

substantial improvement in the measurement of military

hospital output, its inability to aeasure and thus account

for intensity of care and case mix differences between

hospitals and within specialty services must be recognized

by decision-makers. It must also be recognized that because

of apparent differences in the melical practices of the

three Services, crcss-Service cost performance and effi-

ciency comparisons are extremely difficult, and may in fact

be misleading. If the UCA/HCU concept is to play a key role

in the decision makinq process and these limitations are not

recognized, arbitrary and capricious decisions may be made

which would penalize relatively efficient hospitals and

reward those that are inefficient.
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THE UNIFORM CHART 0F ICCOUNTS FOR FIED ITILITRY MEDIAL AND

DENTAL TREATMENT FCILITIES

The purpose of this appendix is to provide the reader

with a fundamental understanding of the Uniform Chart of

Accounts. It is not an exhaustive explanation, but rather a

framework with which the reader unfamiliar with UCA will be

better prepared to understand the analysis contained in the

body of the thesis. The information contained in this

appendix was extracted from the Dre of _gfeM

* iI=21l j=~A 2Z1 LSgqA:-j yo riijj Nilitary djj3j,~

2A = =2 C Ref.- 2 1.

A. CHART OF ACCOUNTS
UCA establishes a hierarchy of accounts into which all

expense and workload data can be assigned. it the highest

level of the hierarchy are six functional categories:

1. Inpatient Care

2. Ambulatory Care

3. Dental Care

4. Ancillary Services

5. Support Services
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6. Special Programs

Each of these six functional categories is subdivided into

summary accounts and subaccounts. As an example, the func-

-tional category of Inpatient care zonsists of six summary

accounts:

1. Redical Care

2. Surgical Care

3. Obstetrical and Gynecological Care

4' 4. Pediatric Care

5. Orthopedic Care

6. Psychiatric Care

Each of these summary accounts is in turn composed of a

number of subaccounts. A complete listing of each of the

six functional categories and their respective summary and

subaccounts is provided as Appendix B. Each element of

expense generated within the health care activity is

assigned to a particular subaccount (work center). The sum

of the expenses in each subaccount represent the total

expenses for each summary account, and the sum of the

expenses in each summary account represe.t the total

expenses for each functional cate;ory. Tha functional

categories of Inpatient Care, Ambulitory Care, Dental Care
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and Special Programs constitute final operating expense

accounts which are the final expense accumulation points in

the system. Ancillary Services and Support Services

accounts serve as intermediate operating expense accounts

the expenses of which are reallocatad in a slepdown process

to the four final operating expense accounts identified

above.

Each of the UCA accounts listed in Appendix B is defined

in the UCA manual in terms of "functi-on", "costs" and

"performance factor". The "function" describes the types of

health care activities which are typical of each account.

These definitions assist the activity in identifying the

account to which "costs" (axpensesl ire to be assigned. The

"performance factor" ident ifies a uniform workload measure

which is used for evaluating performance. Performance

* factors for each account are also provided in Appendix B.

B. STNPDOIN BETHODOLOGY

The assignment of Support Service and Ancillary Service

expenses to the final operating expense accounts As accom-

plished in a five step sequential procedure. ht the

* . completion of this process, all expenses conta~e .ihi

the intermediate accounts will have been reallocated to the
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final operating expense accounts. Discussion of each step

in the process follows.

1. jicnmjAUL 21 i23A2Uflo~p~i Z2lyes

This first step in the cost assignment process has

three phases. The first consists of assigning all non-
->.

personnel expenses to the intermediate and final operating

expense accounts. These expenses rome primarily from DOD

Program Element 8, "Care in Defense Facilities", of the
Operations and Maintenance Appropriation. However, any

expenses originating from other DOD program elements which

are incurred in direct support of a medical treatment

facility are also included. fhese expenses are assigned to

the appropriate UCA account by means of the job order

accounting system. The UCA makes provisions for the estab-

lishment of indirect cost pool accounts. These accounts are

used when it is difficult to identify the work center

responsible for incurring an expense. in example would be

the expenses incurred by a ward which contained both medical

and surgical patients. Cost pool accounts may include both

personnel and non-personnel expenses.

Phase two consists of the allocation of depreciation

expenses. As stated in the UCA manual,

Costs of modernization and replacement investment equip-
ament funded from the Other Procurement Appropriation which
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support a medical treatment facility shall be depre-ciated
on a straight line basis using an eight year moving
average and assi 'ned as indirect expenses dur:ng the step
down reassignment process rather than as a direct expense
at the time of acquisition [Ref. 2: pp.3-61.

The third and final phase of this first step

involves the compilation of performance data. Performance

data is necessary in order to accomplish the stepdown of

expenses from the intermediate operating expense accounts

and the indirect cost pools to the final operating expense

accounts as required in step four. This data is also

required for the pre and post stepdown purification of

expenses required in steps three and five.

2. 2jl_ &Nutjon of u"1 XIia9 jjn=!on.th __

jaU jxvjes

The distribution of full-time equivalent (FTE) man-

months and salary expenses requires two subst.ps. First,

FTE man-months to be charged to each account must be deter-

mined. The second substep involves the conversion of the

identified FTE man-months into salary expenses.

4. Civilian personnel salary expenses are calculated on

a monthly basis for each employee. Expenses consist of the

amount of funds obligated as a result of -he employment of

each employee, and includes, but is not limited to, basic

salary, incentive and hazardous Day, the government
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contribution to benefits, overtime, and termination pay.

The salary expense for each employee is charged to the

appropriate UCI account based upon the distribation of FTE

man-months as accomplished in substep one. The salary

expense for military personnel is chargid to the UCA

accounts in the same manner as that for civilian personnel.

The salary expense to be distributed for each military

member is derived from the D3D Lninual Ccmposite Standard

Rates Table which is promulgated annually by the Office of

the Assistant Secretary of Defenss (Comptroller). The

amount to be charged to the UCA accounts each month is

- derived by multiplying the standard rate for a member's

grade and military department times the allocated FTE

man-months.

The UCA manual contains detailed guidelines for the

distribution of FTE man-months and salary expenses. A

summary of these procedures is proviled as Appendix C.

3- ftj Eaz2~yu, :.Ic&.ion at Expenses.,1

Step three consists of a pre step-down purification

of the expenses not previously allocated to UCA accounts

during steps one and two. These expenses are allocated to

the Support Services and Ancillary Services accounts,
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provided there is no overhead included in the expenses.

zxpensea which include overhead are allocated in step four.

After completion of step three, performance data for each

operating expense account and expenses applicable to the

operation of the medical facility will have been compiled.

These two sets of data are necessary in order to proceed

: with the next step, the step-down procedure.

'-" qa 24.!9P t he ftl.ll operating

Expense &CC3n

Step four involves the reassignment of costs from

the intermediate operating expense accounts (Incillary and

Support Services) and indirect cost pools (wards and

clinics) to the final operating expense accounts. The

result of this process is the identification of direct

patient care expenses by subspecialty workcenter and special

programs.

Is stated, the step-down process begins with the

allocation of expenses which were assigned to the interme-

diate operating expense accounts. In general, the expenses

are allocated to other intermediate operating expense

7*4 accounts and final work center accounts (subaccounts), to

which service was rendered. rh_ assignment of these
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expenses is made in accordance with specified assignment

procedures for each account and in the prescribed sequence

shown in Appendix D. A pictorial representation of this

process is provided in Figure A.1 . The next step in the

process is the assignment of costs accumulated in the indi-

rect cost pools. These expenses are assigned to the

appropriate work center accounts ",based on a ratio of

workload generated by each receiving account to the total

workload of the indirect cost pool" :Ref. 2: pp.3-21].

At the completion of the stepdown process, only the

* . subaccounts of the final operating expense accounts will

contain expense data.

The final action consists of a post-stepdown purifi-

cation of the final operating expenses accounts. This final

purification consists of reallocating the expenses from one

-final operating expense account into another final operating

expense account as specified in the appropriate "cost" para-

graphs. This reallocation is accomplished by prorating the

expenses based on the performance factor or other unit of

service. At the conclusion of this final purification, the
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expenses contained in each subaccount can be aggregated into

their appropriate summary accounts and functional

categories.

C. REPORTING THU RESULTS

The DOD Medical Expense and Performance Report (SEPR) is

the vehicle by which activities report UCk data, and is

provided, for informational purposes, as Figure A.2 and .3

As can be seen, expense data is reported by functional

category for not only the final operating expense accounts

but also for the intermediate operLting expense accounts.
a.-

Workload (defined as the "performance factor") accomplished

during the reporting period is also reported. These reports

are submitted by activitias to OASD(HA) through each mili-

tary services' medical chain of command. In addition to the

REPR, an activity has developed a substantial data base and

has created a number of additional data displays at the

completion of the UCI process. A number of these displays

are described below.

1. Account Subset Definition (kSD)

* The ASD provides a listing of all UCA accounts used by a

particular medical treatment Zacility. It also identifies

the sequence in which expense assignment will be performed.
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2. Stepdown Statistics matrix

The Stepdovn Statistics Hatrix inclides a listing of each

UCA account and provides the perforiance factor basis upon

which allocation of expenses will be based. This matrix

includes as many rows as there are accounts defined in the

ASD and as many columns as there are intermediate expense

accounts. For example, inpatient depreciation is allocated

on the basis of occupied bed days (ODD) ; therefore, this

display contains ODD data for each final inpatient account

so that depreciation can be allocated to each of these

accounts on the basis of total OBD's for the facility.

3. Direct Expense Summary (DES)

The DES contains a listing of all UCA accounts for the

medical treatment facility and the total amount of direct

expenses attributed to each account prior to allocation.

4. Stepdovn Schedule

The Stepdovn Schedule provides a detailed display, in dollar

amounts, of the results of the stepdovn procedure. This

display corresponds to the rows and columns of the Stepdovn

Statistics matrix and is the result of applying the perform-

ance factors identifial previously to the expenses

identified in the DES.

99
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5. Final Purification

This display provides a detailed report of the purification

of the final expense amounts after stapdown. This display

identifies the allocation of those costs contained in cost

pools for multi-purpose wards, multi-purpose clinics, and

outlying branch clinics. After final purifi.cation, all

costs have been allocated to the final operating expense

accounts.

6. Computation Summary

The Computation Summary displays each UCA account with a

summary of all the UCA transactions that have occurred and

their affect on the account. The omputation Summary has

the folloving column headings:

(a) The total direct expenses accumulated in the
account at the beginning of the process;

(b) The amount of support costs passed to the
account;

(c) The amount of ancillary c3sts passed to the
account;

(d) The costs in the account after stepdovn;

(a) The amount of costs allocited from cost pools
during purification; and

(f) The final purified cost allocated to the account.

This display provides a summary of each step in the UCA cost

allocation process conducted at the aedical center.
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7. Detail Unit Cost Report

The Detail Unit Cost Report provides total expenses; output

measures; and cost per unit for each inpatient, ambulatory

care, dental care, and ancillary service account. The data

in this display is only carried to the three character

subaccount level.
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&CCOCITSe CODS, AID PuRFORKIACR VICTORS

This appendix provides a complete ljs4-:nq of the six

functional categories of the Uniform Chart of Accounts,

along with their respective summary and subaccounts. The

functional categories of inpatient care, ambulatory care,

dental care, and special prcqrams are final operating

expense accounts. Ancillary services and support services

,are intermediate operating expense accounts. Also provided

,in this appendix are the appropriate UCA codes and perform-

ance factors upon which the allocation of expenses is based.

LQ2UZ Ek GMU LUA1N. U0C21

A. Inpatient Care a Occupied bed day

1. medical care A
In edicine pAA

ca:l1oJog *A
I. Coronary are LAC

D ematlog y AAD
e._Inaoren~o ogY AA

f. Gastrontero oy &A?.emat o AG
Inte nsyv Care AAR
xurglo 2  AAJSlephrog AU i

L.Puson ry/Up pieA
2espiratory Disease A&L

S. Rh satolo hiy
n. a fcal Care Not

Elsewhere Classified AAZ

2. Surgical Care LB

9: 9a1'@10T&SC~ryr ABA
Thoracic Surgery LBB

.: tntensive rare ABC
a. weur8Iorge. ~'EABD
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* :ophthalmology BEoccupied Bed Day:i ~Oral.. Surgery .AB?
" ': i Otor noiaryngolog y kBG"

Pediatric surgery ABH
i Plastic Surgery ABI"
.. Progtology ASK
1. surgical Care Vqt

Elsevhere Classified ABZ

3. Obstet icl and
Gynecological Care AC

GnecolQqy ACA
b. Ostetr9 ACE "

4. Pediatric Care AD

Pediatrics ADA.. Nurser y_ AD B"
c. Neonata Intensive

Care Unt ADC
d. Pediatric Care Not

Elsevhere Classified ADZ

5. orthopedic Care AE

a.Orthoeedics ABA
b, Podiatry AEB

6. Psychiatric Care AF

B. Ambulatory Care B Visit

1. Medical Care BA "

a. I J-e;nal Medicine
Clinic BAA

b. Allegj Clinic BAB
c. Cardo ogy.C linic BAC
d Diabetic clinc BAB
e. Endocrinology clinic BAk
f. Gast;oenterology

Clinic BAG
o Hematology Clinic BAK
Hypertenson Clinic BAI
Nephrology Clinic BJ"
Neurology CIlinic BAK
Nutrition clinic BAL

1. oncology clinic BAR
m. Pau3mnary Disease

Clinic BAN
n. Pheumatology Clinic BAO
o. Dermatoloq y Clnic BAP
p. Medical C lnics Not

Elsewhere Classified BAZ

2. Surgical Care BB
a. Gfleral Surgery A

b. Cardiovascular and
T ?rtcic Surgery
C-a..nc BBB

c. Neurosurgery Clinic BBC
d. Ophthalm6logy Cl inic BBD
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U&OUEUCA CDE LERFORljJE FACTOR

"e. Oga Transplant :BE VIsit
f. Ot.rhinolaryngolog yClinic BBF
g. Plas.ic Surgery

Clinic BBG
h. Proctoloqy Clinic BBH
i. Urology C $nic BBI
J. Surgery Clinics Nst

Elsevhere Classified BBZ

3. Obstetricl ad
Gynecolog~cal Care BC
a. Flilg Planning

C lnli BCA"b. Gynecology Clinic BCB

c. 0 bstetrics Clinic BCC "

4. Pediatric Care BD

a. Pediatric Cl ini BDA "
b Adolescent C 1iic BDB"
c. Well Baby Clinic BDC
d. Pediatric Clinils Not

Elsevhere Classi fied BDZ

5. Orthopedic Care BE

a. Orthopedij Clinic BEA
b. Cast linic BEB

Hand Surgery Clinic BEC
leuromusculoskeletal
Screening Cliniq BED

e. orhopedic ApplianceCli nic: BEE"
f. Podiatry Clinic BEF

6. Psychiatr ic/Mental
Health Care BF
a. Psychiatry CJ4nic BPA
b. Psycho log Clinic 8FB
c. Child Gui ance Clinic BFC
d. Mental Health Clinic BFD

7. Family Practice Care BG

8. Primary Medical Care BH

a. Prisar care Clinics BHA
b. edil Examnation

C lin c BHB"
c. Optmetry Clin4 c EHC
d. Aud olog yClinic BHD "
e. Speech P laology

Clinic BHE

9. Emergency Medical Care BI

10. Flight Medicine Care BJ

11. Underseas Medicine care BK

C. Dental Care C 3/k

1. Dental Services CA Weighted Dental Procedure
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2. Type 3 Dental Prosthetic
Lboratory CB Weighted Proithodontic

3. Type 2 Dental Prosthetic Work Unit
Laoratory CC

D. Ancillary Services D N/A

1. Pharmacy DA Weighted Procedure

2. Pathology DB

. Clinic4l Pathology DBA
b Anatomical Pat olOgy DBD
c. Blood Bank DBC

3. Radiology DC

a. Diaqnostic Radiology DCAb. The~apeu.i c
Radiology DCB

4. Spec.al Procedures
Services DD Procedure

E: lectrocardiography DDE
E ectro-
encephalography DDBc. Electro-
neuromyography DDC

d. Pulmonary Function DDD
e. Cardiac

Catheterization DDE

5. Ceptral Sterile Supply/
Mater-el Service " DE N/A

a. Central Sterile
Su.aeie DEA Hours of Serviceb. con Ta1 materiel
Service DEB

6. Surgical Services DF

a. Anesthesiology/
Recovery Room DPI

b. Surgical Suite DFB

7. Same Day Services DG
a. Same.Day SrDGA
b. Hemo d alysls DGB

9. Rehabilitative Services DR Visit

a. Inha lation/
Resp lat on Therapy DHi.

b. Occupational Therapy DRB
c. Pysical medicine DHC
d Physijal Therapy DED
e. Soc al Work r vices DHE

9. Nuclear medicine DI Weighted Procedure

E. Support Services E N/I

1. Depreciation EA NI/A
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2. Command And Administra-
tive Support Services EB FTE Manonths

3. Personnel SupportServices EC NIA

a. Fi;q Protectio ECA N/A
b. Police Protection

(Security) ECB NI

4. Public Works ED N/k

a. Plant anagement EDA N/A
b. Operat on f

Utilities EDB N/A
c. maintenance of

Rgal Property EDC N/A
d. Minor Construction EDD N/A
e. Other Engineering

Support EDE N/A
f. Leasing and Renting

of Real Property
and Facilities EDF N/A

g. Transportation EDG N/a

5. Materiel Services EE Cost of supplies
and minor equip-

6. Hou ekeepinq and sent issued
Janatorial ervice EF Hours of service

7. Biosedical Efuipoent
Repa r Ser p G Hours of service

8. LineA and Laundry
service EH Pounds of laundry

rocessed9. Inpatient Food Service MI Rattons served
a. Diet tics EIA
b. Subsistence rIB

10. Inpatient Affairs Ej Occupied bed day
11. abilatoritiare

Aa dnistr on EK Outpatient vsi4t

F. Special Programs F
1. Specified Health Related

Programs PA N/A
a. Area Refe;ence

Laboratories FAA Weighted procedures
b. Area Dental

Prosthetic Laboratory AB

ac. a Spectacles fabr-
Pabrication/Repair FAC cated or repaired

d. DOD i litany Blood
Pog jam FAD Weighted procedure

S co ol and Drug
Abuse/Rehab lita ion
Program FAR Occupied bel day

f. Drug Screening and (whi a inpatient)
Testing Program P IF N/A
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... ~uc 922o1 M. o £.-F9.11NACE FACMQ

g. Clinicl..
g.Inveftigation Program P&i N/a
h. Phys.ological

Training/Sup port
Pro ram FAI N/

" " i. C ,u tinZ Train ng
,' and Euca io al

Proqrams FP N/k
J. Student Salary

Expenses for Class-room 9.nd otherLearning Experiences PAK N/1
k. Externa.lly _ponsored

Continuing Health
Educatjon PAL N/A1. Speciffeu Health_
Related Pr rams Not
Elsewhere C assified PAZ Varies

2. Public Health Services FB N/A
.. ,a. Public, Env ronmental

and Oc cupati onal
Health . FBA N/t

b. Immuni ations FBB Immunizations
c. Community .entql

Health Activitils FBC Visit
d. Veterinary Services FBD /IA

3. Health Care Services
Support PC N/A

a. Supplemetal Care
vjrsed FromCivklan Sources PCX N/A

b. nilitary and Civilian! ues Lecturer and
consultant Program PCB VIA:"c. CHANPUS Beneficiary
support FCC N/A

d. sp ;ort; 0 herdM Dctary c ivIs FCD N/Ae. Su~port to Otler
;.Feuoral &geneses PCE NIX

": 4. Mil~t~rj Unique Medical
Sctiv-laes rD e/t
a. Contingency and

so go fci .Oprations F DA NIL
."b. Base t o u~os#

ofedia Installations FDB N/A- c. onpat out Food
u*erat ons PDC Rations servedd. D~cdent Affairs FDD NIX

0. initial gutfitt.ing FDE NIA
f. urge.nt lor

SC onst ruct. on D F N/L
g. TDT/TAD Enrouto t*

P S FDG V/A
h. Civilian Perman~ent

Chanje of Station FDH SIX

-saware ausifl ed FDZ Varies
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ck OR PZRI2UARKX L4_CTOR
5. Pq 4•.nt Move.ent and

kdi sEtinP N/A

a. Patient
Transportation PEA Hours of service

b. Travel and ateriel
for Patient Movement FEB NIA

c. Aermoealcal Staging
Facillties/Transient
Patient Care FEC Patient aovesents/

d. ilitary Patient Occupied bed day
Personnel idain. FED N/A

. Military Patients
(Salaries) FEE N/A

[Ref. 2]
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DISTRIBUTION OF PERSOiNL FULL-TINE EQUIVALIT EAI-IOITHS

This appendix provides a summary of the guidelines

contained in the UCk manual pertaining to the appropriate

distribution of full-tine equivalent (FTE) man-mon ths to UCA

Accounts (work-centers). rhe distribution of FrE san-months

is critical since it ultimately affects the distribution of

salary expenses.

1. Substep 1 - Full-time equivalent (FTE) Han-month
deter mination:

1. Personnel included:

(1) United States military personnel assigned
on permanent duty orilra (including
stu ents).

(2) le ralc4y t l n p!rsonne1 anl dirict anden ere' orclga natona emp oyqes
paidfrom appropriated funds.

(3) Personnel a + ced n temporart~eds emera podarjtemporary a d ~n aty or ol temporary
orders for duty.

(4) Personnel "borrowed".

B. Personnel excluded:

(1) Ijpatients, .9xcpt those assigjsd for duty
with the medical treatment fac lity.

(2) Foreign Armed Forces personnel.

(3) Reserve or National 3pard versonnel on
active duty for less than 90 days.

(4) Federal cyilian ersonnel ani Air.ct andInalroct hJe for aq national a p oyees
in an unpaid absencl status.

.11 ivmlian employees paid from nonappropriated

(6) Personnel "loaned".

(7) Volun teers.

C. All personnel shall have their FTE work months
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distributed to the accounts they support, except: ' that:

(1) Labor shall be distributed to no more than
seven accounts.

(2) abor shall be distributed in multiples of
ve percent.

(3) Distribution of labor shal be based ndpri-' m~ary duties assigned, Issin:1todte
a heeergenc. se. calcat 4 area (attend-

Ing surgeon, eical officer of the day,
emergency Toom duty officer) is considered
to be a prisary duty. However, time spenterforaingjollatorn duties, extraneoysnules. assgnnent to boards and coma'_ttees,

anO at-home call, s not considered to be aprimary duty.

(4) The time Pf a person (ilitary and c"vilian)
in an authorized absence satusr SUC9 asleave sickness, or general, ml tar
trainn, smallbe I str buted to the work
center(s inwhich that person normally
works.

(5) Special tenifica$ 4 on 9 cl an's
e onne expense a str .uted oIh. in-
at ent accounts i necqssary for the.e9iocl; --EX~s 0nd ferforaance Report.

Thislsden I h" aton ig necessary to make

!roper cm arison of 4npatient dare 
costs.n some In~tars, fii~cin Rarionnel

expenses b ncludea d in other
intan ~ they should n9t. For example,
con arng cv lian hosp tal charges through
OCHI aS V th a military medical treatment
fa mility, Lpati ent expenses should exclude
clinician personnel xenses. For this
r easo,. the term "clnicians- is defined as
-pns i±ain ala dot st, ractit4 ers/Ansa y having ads ntt . pr v -eges and
prinary osponsfi t r. are of
npat ents." C nians witiI Istribute
their time to su accounts (subspe ilties)
rather than to sixed wards and clinics.

(6) gorrowed ald loaped laoor mqsl be distji-
teut base on tag qua or or ys in Ina.

status., ach period o time in excessf
.4 hours, but n t groater than 8 hours will
be charges as one ay of work or service.

(7) Tke labor distribut onhall be based on
the percentage or the JTZ work nonth spent
in each wprk centgr, not on the number of
hours worked per layo, week, or month.

(8) Civilian FTN work monthe shall be deter-
ained by the number or civ..an personnel
as ane urin ,the soth. civilian
abts dgy, but in a pay status,Ecots? died asslglyes.

(9) 1ursing servi e and a4ainistV.gtve personnelvho or k on mixed varde Or Clinics Sly
diatributo the r ts* to as many as
accounts. One of the accounts to which they
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sat dist ibute their time would be the
aized vwrd gr tlinih acount to w§re afaignea. Te smixed ward or clicutcwHl
unction as an Indirect cost pool. The FT
work months accumulated in these a ied ward
or clinic cost pools shall not be I stribut-
ed to the subaccount (su ypecialt"e;) untilUr the support and anc ary services
expenses have been stepped down.

(10) Student personinel P?! work mout distr bu-
ion. Phypicians and dntists dqring .heir

sec~n4 or lat9 years or postgra ae
training (residency| .-ill be considered 50
pecent chargeable to account PAK (Student
alary Expenses for Classroom and Oth
Learning Exer ience. 1he r*ma1ningh0
percent is chargeable vere pat ent care is
provi4ed. Before the start of their second
year in such training h ysl clans and
dentists will be 100 @ I.nt charqeile to
that account. Other ifficer and n listed
students will be chargeable 100 percent to

rdthat. agcuntf ther curricua, requije a
p gosnance of cla.sroom tra ning and con-tr i tio. to patient care or I pport a en-I nc an.a or minor. Other o Icer an
listed students whose princi a duties
require the performance of t sks normally
performed by permanently asstgned ersonnel,:.gill be 53 percent .-hargeanle to tne
a propriate work center and 50 percent
"clrgeable to Account FAK.

.'

2. Substep 2. Conversion of Full Time Equivalent Ban-
donths to Salary Expense.
A. A civilian's monthly personpel expense shall be

that amount or fundS bbliqatgd .ue to the
%miloyaent of that empioyee duriny that month.
Th 9s ould include bas - salary !ncentive and
hazarl pay, overnment :ontribution to benefits,
overtime, termination payments, etc.

B. !ch civilian' s personnel &xpenje stall be
c arqeauto those accounts to w ich nave had
distt buted that civilian's PTI man-month.

C. Ailitar member's monthly Reisonnel expense
C- shall be hat amount prescibe& in the DOD

A viual Composite Stan ard Rates Table for that
rfl1itary sember's grade and military department
mimes tne FTE man-month.

D. Variance between actual pay and personnel
expense computed from the DOD Annual Composite
Standard R tes Tables shall be ignored for the

CRef. 2: pp.311I ] ng.
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ALIGNEIT FOR !NTERNEDI&!3 OPERATINa EXPENSE ACCOUNTS AND

BASIS FOR ISSIGIBNT

This appendix provides the sequence for closing inter-

mediate operating expense accounts. This sequence must be

followed. In general, intermediate operating expense

accounts which render the most service to other work centers

are closed first. Accounts which receive the most services

are closed last. It is important t3 recognize that once an

account is closed, it cannot receive expenses from any other

intermediate operating expense account whoso expenses have

yet to be assigned.

1. Depreciation of Equipment As desjri~ed in the
Deprec ati.on Account.

2. Command and 4dmin strative Ratio of each rece 1in
Support Service s a t& number of ullae equivalent man-months

(xcXlud.ing patients) to
the tota number of full
time equivalent vorkscnths.

3. Pers nnel Support Ratio of each receivin
Services (1) account's sguare foota e:. to th e total square foot-

age of the medical treat-~men+. fac .

14. Public Works (1)

a. Plant Bana omen Ratio of each
sration of iities, account's square foot-Ofher Engines, Ing .. age to the total

5uplogtan 4 taportn square footage of the
of anen 2i of IRoato seeiCal t.reat.mentD~ouort vhi:h gannot facility.

ii specific worck center.5
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b. Maintenance of Real Ratio of hours (or
Property an jnor Con- percentage) of service
struction (Inc.udinq red to each
[oects by contracl not r vaeing account to

auned ud r 10 USC the tota hours (or
261)vh c n be percentage) of service

$ d out i th a spec- rendered to the
:fc work center. aa.lty.

c. keases and nta of fa o atio of egqh recelv-
Rea roperl anu n; account.-stsquare

' racilpti y footage used to the
total square footage
leased or rented by
the medical treatment
fa:ility.

d. Transportation Services Ratio of ous of seE-vice receivedi by each
reeivint ccount to
the tota! hours of
service received by
tha medica treatsent
facility.

5. materiel Service
a. A1l operattn expenves 8atio of eagh rece

ex equ psen t main- in? account s com jned
a~ned bY contract or expenses cr, suppliesinstallation proviled (e ceoPt subsistoece/

ann minor sant eip-
sent to to al con ned
expenses for suppli es
(excepf subsiste ce
and a ,or plant equip-
meat oi th6 sedical
treatment facility.

b. 3quinnt maintenance atiq of service reu-
contract or pro- area to each receiv-

vded by the installa- ";a Iccoun to the
ti mon total servi ce run dered

to the nod cal treat-
ment facility.

6. Houstkeepinq and Janitorial Rato o hours pf ser4ice
Servi-ce (1 " rendered to each receivinq

account to the total hours
of service rendered tt-lhe
med cal treataent fac lity.

7. Biomedical EquipmentRepair

a. Persopnel, bench stock o f hou s of sar-
and shop equipment viserendered to each
costs rez.iving account to

the total hours of
service rendered to
the medcal treatment
fai.lity.

b. Kedical euiaent Ratio of hour1 (or
maintenan e ontracts per~entage) or .ervice

eonared to each
re-- -v ng account to
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the total hours (or
percentage) of service
rendered to the
Medical treatmentfacility.

8. Linen and Laundry Service Ratio of pounds (f dry
aundary processed for each
receiving account to the
total pounds of laundry
rrocessed for the medicalatnent facility.
H'lces of laundry process-
ed may b used as an
alttrnat-ve assignment
basis only if conversion
to pounds of dryl aundry
is prohibitive In cost,
or prohibited by contract.

9. Inpatient Food Service Ratio of inpatient rations
served to each receiving
account to the total in-

aigh ra ions served inhe Raical treatment
facility.

10. Inpatient Affairs eatiocof occupied bed days
in each orK center to o
total number of occupied
bel days in thbe medical
treatm nt fac lity.

11. A bulatory Care Ratio of ambulatory
AdnInlstrltion atient visits to lach

.-e Yng account support-
ed for record maintenance
to the total visits to
those clinics.

12. Pharmacy Ratio of beyghle.proce-
' .z urel leques~e 9 each

receiv inq account to the
tota elghted procedures
provided y the Pharmacy.

13. Pathology- Ratio of veighted proce-
-duref requested by each

re-eivlnq accout to thetotal velqh,.ed procedures
provided y at hology.

14. Radiology Ratio of weiqhted proce-
lures requested by each
recelvin account to the
total ve qhtoed procedures
provided by Radiology.

15. Central Sterile Supply/
materiel Service
a. Central Sterile Supply Ratio of hours of se-

vice rendered to each
reeivnq account to

the ota1 hours of
service rendered by
Central Sterile
supply.

11
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b. Cent al Materiel Ratio of cost of sup-
Service plies and equipment.

issued to each receiv-
in account to the
tozal cost value of
fupples and equipuent
issued by Central
materiel Supply.

16. Surgical Services Ratio hous of serviceprov de ea~ch ece I v.ng
account to the total hours
of service provided by
Surgical Services.

17. Same Day Services Ratiqof hours of 4evice
providel eac.s rocye.i ng
accoun t to the Ota1 hours
of service provide by
Same Day Services.

18. Spectal Procedures Ratio of procedures
Services ;ejuested by each receiv-

ing account to the total
procedures provided by
_pecial Procedures
services.

19. Rehabilitative Services Ratio of visitm requested
by each receiving ccount
to the total number of
vi.its Provided by
Rehabilitative services.

20. Nuclear medicine ato of weighleA o
urel feques amyec

rece vlnq account to the
total weight ed procedures
Sroi~ed gy Nuclear

: edc-ne.

LEGEND:
(1) These accounts shall be moved between the Depreciation
account an the Cosmand and Administrative Support Servi.ces
account w*en the services are provided by contract or by an
installation support secrvice (9ther than one manned by the
medical treatment facility$ . If more than 9he account is
moved, the relocated 4ccounts must kep their relative
alignpent. In those nlstama es when housqkeeping and jani-
torial services are rovidel by both an in-hous* work force
and by contract to the same repolting medical treataent
facility, the contract expense will e moved up in the align-
ment. as provideg. o-above Hoever, n9 portion of the c9n-
tract eensee alloae o t e in-soue housekeeping
and Jaiffirial 1 vi es account.
Clef. 2:pp.3-23 to 3-283r
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